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Hurricanes’ bid for a 10th straight win and piece of NHL history denied by Panthers 

By Chip Alexander 

For the first time this season, the Carolina Hurricanes have 
left the ice losers. 

The Canes were after a 10th consecutive win and a slice of 
NHL history Saturday, only to have a poor start, fall behind 
the Florida Panthers and not recover in a 5-2 road loss at 
FLA Live Arena. 

Only two teams have won their first 10 games to start a 
season: the Toronto Maple Leafs in 1993-94 and the Buffalo 
Sabres in 2006-07. The Canes were 9-0 and bidding to be 
the third, but instead suffered through a miserable first 
period. 

Canes goalie Frederik Andersen was after his ninth 
consecutive win of the season. That was not to be as Antti 
Raanta relieved him after the Panthers scored four times in 
the first, only to have Andersen return when Raanta was 
knocked out of the game with an upper-body injury. 

Raanta was injured at 12:22 of the second when he skated 
out of the crease to play the puck. Panthers forward Ryan 
Lomberg, who collided with Raanta, was called for a five-
minute charging major and given a game misconduct. 

“It’s the heat of the game and ‘Rantz’ is trying to make a 
good play and their guy is trying to score a goal, and 
sometimes those things just happen,” Canes defenseman 
Jaccob Slavin said. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said Raanta appeared “fine” 
after the game but said he assumed Raanta was concussed 
on the play. 

The Canes, with the man advantage for five minutes and 
with Andersen back in net, got a power-play goal from 
Vincent Trocheck to pull within 4-2 — Trocheck’s seventh 
goal in nine games against his former team. Jesper Fast first 
got the Canes on the board seven minutes into the second. 

Carolina continued to push in the third, but Panthers goalie 
Spencer Knight would not bend, making 10 of his 28 saves in 
the final period. Anthony Duclair had two goals and two 
assists for Florida (10-0-1), which leads the Atlantic Division. 

The Panthers led 4-0 after a first period in which they scored 
three power-play goals — by Duclair, Frank Vatrano and 
Patric Hornqvist — and had Andersen and Canes 
scrambling. 

“Special teams was the difference tonight,” Brind’Amour said. 
“We were terrible on those and they were good. 

“We could have maybe even won this game tonight and I’d 
still be irate with the way we played. That was not good. We 
just weren’t sharp. Special teams was the game tonight but 
there were way too many breakaways and odd-man rushes, 
the things we don’t give up.” 

The Canes were playing without injured defenseman Brett 
Pesce and missed him. But the Panthers made center 
Aleksander Barkov, their captain and best player, a late 
scratch just before the game. 

Panthers goalie Sergei Bobrovsky also was out with an injury 
suffered Thursday in the overtime win over the Washington 
Capitals. But Knight, in his fifth game, improved to 4-0-1 this 
season. 

Fast scored his fifth goal of the season — the forward had 
six in 58 games last season — to give the Canes some life in 
the second period. But the heavy damage had been done by 
the Panthers. 

Little went right in the first for the Canes, who were 6-0-2 
against Florida last season in the Central Division. 

Slavin, who rarely spends time in the penalty box, was called 
for tripping 37 seconds into the game. That was the first of 
the four Canes penalties in the first period, and the Panthers 
made the most of them on the power play while rookie 
forward Anton Lundell added an even-strength goal. 

“It was us digging ourselves a hole in the first period,” Slavin 
said. “Guys battled hard after that but ...” 

The Canes entered the game third in the NHL in penalty 
killing at 90.2 percent, having allowed only four power-play 
goals this season. But Duclair, who had a goal and two 
assists in the first period, ripped a shot past Andersen, 
Vatrano scored from deep range and Hornqvist tapped in a 
shot. 

That’s on us, We’ve got to be prepared,” Trocheck said. “It’s 
the National Hockey League and what we do for a living 
We’ve got to be ready to play. Penalties are a result of 
lackluster play and not being prepared.” 

Florida won its first eight games before a shootout loss to the 
Boston Bruins on Oct. 30. The Canes were left as the NHL’s 
only undefeated team entering November, a travel-heavy 
month for Carolina, which has just three home games. 

The Hurricanes complete their two-game Florida swing and 
go to Tampa Bay on Tuesday to face the team that knocked 
them out of the Stanley Cup playoffs last season.
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Hurricanes implode in opening period, suffer 1st loss to Panthers 

Carolina gave up four goals in the first period, including three 
to Florida's power play, in a 5-2 loss 

By Cory Lavalette 

When reigning Lady Byng Trophy winner Jaccob Slavin took 
a penalty just 37 seconds into Saturday’s game in Florida, 
the Carolina Hurricanes had to figure it just wouldn’t be their 
night. 

The Panthers scored three of their four first-period goals on 
the power play and Carolina suffered its first loss of the 
season, dropping a 5-2 decision in an early-season battle of 
two of the NHL’s top two. 

“We could have maybe even won this game,” coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “I’d be still irate at the way we played. That 
was not good.” 

Anthony Duclair led the way for Florida, scoring his first goal 
of the night on the power play during Slavin’s penalty, adding 
an empty-net goal at the end of the game and finishing with 
the first four-point game of his career. 

The Panthers improved to 10-0-1 on the season, while 
Carolina left Sunrise with its first loss. 

“We’ve got to be prepared. … I think the penalties are a 
result of lackluster play and not being prepared,” Hurricanes 
center Vincent Trocheck said of the team’s four first-period 
penalties. “So yeah, I don’t think we were ready to play.” 

The Hurricanes did attempt to claw their way back into the 
game in the second period despite the 4-0 deficit, replacing 
Frederik Andersen with Antti Raanta in goal. 

Seven minutes into the middle frame, Jesper Fast scored his 
fifth goal of the season off a Slavin pass to get Carolina on 
the board. 

Then the Hurricanes — already without defenseman Brett 
Pesce, who didn’t make the trip after being hurt Wednesday 

in Chicago — lost Raanta to injury when he raced out to play 
a puck and collided with charging Panthers forward Ryan 
Lomberg at 12:22 of the second period. Lomberg was 
assessed a game misconduct and a five-minute major 
penalty. 

“You got probably way more looks at it than I did,” 
Brind’Amour said of collision. “It’s tough when I’m watching 
live. So I haven’t looked at it much other than when it 
happened in the game. (The officials) reviewed it.” 

Brind’Amour said Raanta seemed “fine” after the game, “but 
I’m sure he’s concussed. You get hit in the head, that’s 
generally what goes on. I’m not sure yet, but I would assume 
that’s what’s going on.” 

Carolina, with Andersen (23 saves) back in net, managed to 
cut the lead to two when Trocheck scored during the five-
minute man advantage for his seventh goal in nine career 
games against his former team. 

The Hurricanes didn’t get any closer despite having several 
chances on goalie Spencer Knight (30 saves). 

“Guys battled hard after that, but we can’t dig ourselves in 
that kind of hole,” Slavin said. 

Notes: Hurricanes defenseman Tony DeAngelo was given a 
10-minute misconduct with 59 seconds left in the game. The 
team said DeAngelo was assessed the misconduct for 
shooting a rubber rat — a longtime celebratory prop of 
Panthers fans — that was thrown on the ice. … Despite 
allowing four goals and losing his first game of the season, 
Andersen’s goals-against average is still at 1.83 and his save 
percentage is .939. … Carolina last allowed three power play 
goals in a regular season game on Feb. 4, 2021, a 4-3 win at 
Chicago in the eighth game of last season. … Rookie Seth 
Jarvis, held without a point for the first time in his third career 
game, played 15:28, over 50% more than he played in his 
second game (10:01) Wednesday.
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Recap: Canes Suffer First Regular Season Loss In Florida 

A four-goal first period was too much for Carolina to 
overcome 

By Walt Ruff 

SUNRISE, FL - The Carolina Hurricanes season-opening 
streak of nine consecutive wins finally came to a close 
Saturday night, falling to the Florida Panthers by a score of 
5-2. 

The Turning Point: 

If you tuned into the game 38 seconds late, you had already 
missed one of the most crucial moments of the contest. 

A rare penalty to Jaccob Slavin gave the Panthers their first 
of four first period power plays, three of which they would 
take to the bank. 

With under ten seconds to go until what could've been a 
successful penalty kill, Anthony Duclair put the Panthers up 
1-0 with a shot that beat Frederik Andersen. 

After a Canes power play chance was washed away by an 
Andrei Svechnikov minor, the Cats would then strike in the 
final ten seconds of another man advantage. This time it was 
Frank Vatrano to make it a 2-0 game. 

An even strength goal 3:12 later made it 3-0 and then to 
conclude the first period scoring the Panthers completed 
their snowball effect with Patric Hornqvist's first of the 
season. 

Undoubtedly it was the roughest period of the season for the 
Canes, who ultimately were not able to come back from the 
four-goal defecit. 

Raanta's Entrance & Exit 

After the quartet of goals beat Andersen in the first, Antti 
Raanta entered in relief for the start of the second period. 

The ideology likely was to give Andersen some time off and 
let his counterpart get some work in a contest that was 
already a low-pressure situation. That plan was thwarted 
after just 12:22. 

Raanta came out of his crease to play a slow approaching 
puck in the Canes defending end, but after a slight moment 
of hesitation before going to make the play, the 32-year-old 
Finnish netminder was met at the point of play by Panthers 
forward Ryan Lomberg. 

A scary collision that was deemed worthy of a five-minute 
major and a game misconduct to Lomberg also brought the 

night to a close for Raanta, who left the ice with the 
Hurricanes training staff. 

Andersen then returned to the net he was removed from, 
where he'd go on to stop 12 more shots the remainder of the 
way. To little surprise, Raanta did not return. 

Bright Spots 

In his third NHL game Canes forward Seth Jarvis was yet 
again a high point for the club, providing energy throughout 
the final 40 minutes. 

Starting with a strong shift in the early portion of the second 
period of play alongside Derek Stepan and Steven Lorentz, 
#24 became more and more noticeable as the final two 
periods went on. In the third he was promoted to a line with 
Jordan Staal and Jesper Fast, where that trio then continued 
to provide pressure in the team's attacking end. 

Speaking of Fast, a tremendous setup by Jaccob Slavin led 
to the fifth goal of the season already for "Quickie". An 
average of a goal every other game for the Swedish winger 
has certainly become a welcomed contribution for the team. 

They Said It: 

Rod Brind'Amour summarizing the evening in a few 
thoughts, post-game: 

"Special teams was the difference tonight. We were terrible 
and they were good." 

"We could've maybe even won this game and I would still be 
irate. That was not good. Guys know how to self-evaluate the 
game. We can't have just five guys come to play. We need 
everyone. And we weren't sharp. Special teams was the 
game, but there were too many breakaways and odd-man 
rushes. Things we just don't give up. Good for them, they 
played a hard game, they did what they needed to do and we 
certainly didn't." 

Jaccob Slavin on Brendan Smith, who made his Canes 
regular season debut tonight: 

"He's been waiting a long time, so for him to come in is 
awesome for him. He brings a physical presence on the ice 
and plays a hard game. I thought he played fine tonight, I just 
thought we didn't back it up as a team." 

What's Next?: 

The team now flies to Tampa where it will practice tomorrow 
and Monday ahead of their first regular season meeting 
against the Lightning.
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Duclair, Panthers hand Hurricanes first loss, fall one short of record 

Forward scores four points to end Carolina season-opening 
winning streak at nine 

By Alain Poupart 

SUNRISE, Fla. -- The Carolina Hurricanes fell one win short 
of tying the NHL record when they lost for the first time this 
season, 5-2 against the Florida Panthers at FLA Live Arena 
on Saturday. 

Carolina had won its first nine games and was seeking to tie 
the longest season-opening winning streak, held by the 
2006-07 Buffalo Sabres and 1993-94 Toronto Maple Leafs, 
who each started 10-0-0. 

"9-1 is a great start," Hurricanes defenseman Jaccob Slavin 
said. "It's definitely a good start and gets us going in the right 
direction. It wasn't the start that we wanted tonight and some 
of that comes from hard work and just not being prepared 
right away." 

Anthony Duclair had two goals and two assists for the 
Panthers (10-0-1), who are the only team in the NHL without 
a regulation loss, and are one game from matching their 
longest point streak to start a season (8-0-4 in 1996-97). 

Florida's 11-game point streak is the longest to start a 
season in the NHL since the Chicago Blackhawks started 21-
0-3 in 2012-13. 

This was the first game in NHL history between teams with 
active season-opening point streaks of nine or more games. 

"I don't really think it's a statement game," Panthers coach 
Andrew Brunette said. "There is [no such thing] in 
November. They don't present trophies in November. It was 
a good test for our group and they responded to the 
challenge. We brought our A-game." 

Florida scored three power-play goals to take a 4-0 lead in 
the first period before the Hurricanes responded with two 
goals in the second. 

"We could have maybe even won this game," Hurricanes 
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "I would still be irate at the way 
we played. You can't have five guys come to play. We just 
weren't sharp. Good for them. They played a hard game, 
they did what they needed to that. We certainly didn't." 

Duclair scored for a 1-0 lead at 2:28 before Frank Vatrano 
made it 2-0 at 10:02 with each goal coming on the power 

play. Anton Lundell made it 3-0 at 13:14, and Patric 
Hornqvist scored with the man advantage at 15:28 for a 4-0 
lead. 

"The power play, it wasn't pretty," Brunette said. "Very 
opportunistic. Still some work for us to do there. I think we 
can get a lot smoother in a lot of different areas there." 

Frederik Andersen was pulled after he allowed four goals on 
15 shots in the first period but returned at 12:22 of the 
second when Antti Raanta (four saves) sustained an upper-
body injury. Raanta collided with Panthers forward Ryan 
Lomberg, who was given a five-minute major for charging 
and a game misconduct. Andersen finished with 24 saves. 

Jesper Fast scored to make it 4-1 at 7:01 of the second 
period before Vincent Trocheck made it 4-2 with the 
Hurricanes on a five-minute power play. 

"You know this team never quits, that's always good," 
Trocheck said. "But it's a 60-minute game, not 40. We've got 
to come out a little better than we did." 

Spencer Knight made 29 saves for the Panthers, who were 
without goalie Sergei Bobrovsky (upper-body injury) and 
forward Aleksander Barkov (lower-body injury). 

"I think we all wanted to step up for him," Duclair said of 
Barkov. "I think we showed a lot of resiliency and a lot of 
depth tonight." 

Duclair scored an empty-net goal at 19:01 for the 5-2 final. 

NOTES: Brind'Amour said after the game that Raanta 
"looked OK." … Barkov is day to day and will be reevaluated 
Sunday. … Knight is 8-0-1 in the regular season in the NHL, 
tying Ken Dryden for the fourth-longest point streak by a 
goalie to start his career. Bill Durnan holds the record with 14 
when he began the 1942-43 season 11-0-0, with three ties 
for the Montreal Canadiens. … Carolina was 6-0-2 against 
Florida last season. … Trocheck had a goal and an assist, 
giving him 11 points (seven goals, four assists) in nine 
games against the Panthers, with whom he played from 
2013 until he was traded to Carolina on Feb. 24, 2020. … 
Florida tied its record with four first-period goals, 
accomplishing the feat for the 20th time. … The Panthers set 
their record for fewest games needed to reach 10 wins in a 
season; the previous mark was 14 games in 1995-96 and 
2020-21.
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Panthers match record, deny Hurricanes one in 5-2 victory 

By Tim Reynolds 

SUNRISE, Fla. (AP) — For the Florida Panthers, history. For 
the Carolina Hurricanes, history denied. 

The Panthers matched the best 11-game start in NHL history 
and kept the Hurricanes from what would have been a 
league record-tying start of their own, with Anthony Duclair 
getting two goals and two assists in a 5-2 victory on Saturday 
night. 

“I don’t think it’s a statement game,” Panthers interim coach 
Andrew Brunette said. “There are none in November. They 
don’t really present trophies in November.” 

They do put entries in history books, however.  

Spencer Knight made 28 saves for Florida (10-0-1), which 
tied the 1994-95 Pittsburgh Penguins and 2006-07 Buffalo 
Sabres as the only NHL teams to reach 21 points after 11 
games. Carolina (9-1-0) was bidding to join the 1993-94 
Toronto Maple Leafs and those ’06-07 Sabres as the lone 
teams to start a season with 10 consecutive wins. 

It was the first game in NHL history pitting two teams with 
season-opening point streaks of at least nine games. Duclair 
got Florida on the board 2:28 into the contest and the 
Panthers led the rest of the way. 

“Tonight was a good test,” Duclair said. “Obviously, the 
whole league’s watching. It was a really big game.” 

The Hurricanes hadn’t trailed by more than two goals in any 
of their first nine games, but were down 4-0 in the first period 
against Florida and couldn’t pull off a comeback. 

Vincent Trocheck had a goal and an assist for Carolina, and 
Jesper Fast also scored for the Hurricanes. 

“I mean, 9-1′s a great start,” Hurricanes defenseman Jaccob 
Slavin said. “It’s definitely a good start and gets us going in 
the right direction.” 

Frank Vatrano, Anton Lundell and Patric Hornqvist also had 
goals for Florida, which got two assists from Carter 
Verhaeghe and Brandon Montour. 

Duclair clinched it with an empty-netter with 58.5 seconds 
left. 

“Special teams was the difference tonight,” Hurricanes coach 
Rod Brind’Amour said. “We were terrible on those, and they 
were good. End of story.” 

The Panthers played without captain Aleksander Barkov, the 
team’s best player, who was a surprise scratch with a lower 
body injury. They also improved to 3-0-1 in four games under 
Brunette, who took over a week and a half ago following the 
resignation of Joel Quenneville as part of the fallout from 

how the Chicago Blackhawks ignored a player’s claims of 
sexual assault by a video coach in 2010. 

Duclair had three of his points in the first period, sparking 
Florida’s 4-0 game-opening burst. 

Hurricanes goalie Frederik Andersen was pulled after the 
first period, having given up those four goals on 14 shots. 
But he returned midway through the second when Antti 
Raanta had to leave the game following a collision with 
Florida’s Ryan Lomberg. Raanta came way out of his crease 
and into the faceoff circle to his left to pursue a loose puck, 
as Lomberg bore down on him giving chase from the other 
direction. They collided, Raanta sustained what the 
Hurricanes suspect is a concussion and Lomberg was given 
a 5-minute major and a game misconduct. 

Trocheck scored to make it 4-2 with 2:02 left in the major, but 
the Panthers fended the rest of it off. 

“I can’t speak for everyone, but me personally, I don’t even 
look at standings or anything,” Knight said. “Can’t win the 
Cup in October or November. Today we’ll enjoy this one, but 
we’ve got a game in two days.” 

SEEKING 23 

Florida will have to win at Madison Square Garden against 
the New York Rangers on Monday to match the best 12-
game start in NHL history. The 1994-95 Penguins and 2006-
07 Sabres were both at 23 points through 12 games. 

100 CLUB 

The Panthers have an NHL-best 100 points in regular-
season games played in 2021 (the calendar year, not the 
season), two more than Carolina. This is the first time Florida 
has ever reached 100 points in a year — and 24 games 
remain before the calendar flips to 2022. 

NOTES: Florida was 3 for 35 on the power play against 
Carolina last season, then went 3 for 4 with the man 
advantage in the first period alone on Saturday. ... Carolina 
was bidding to be the 50th team from the U.S. major sports 
leagues — the NHL, NBA, NFL and Major League Baseball 
— to start 10-0. ... The Hurricanes have given up the first 
goal in six of their 10 games. ... Duclair’s three-point (1-2-3) 
first period matched his most for any period, done on two 
other occasions. 

UP NEXT 

Hurricanes: Visit Tampa Bay on Tuesday, their first meeting 
since the Lightning beat the Hurricanes in five games in last 
season’s playoffs. 
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Panthers: Visit the Rangers on Monday to start a four-game 
trip that will also take them to New Jersey, Pittsburgh and 
Tampa Bay.

 

 

 

 

Hurricanes' Raanta leaves game vs. Panthers with upper-body injury 

Carolina Hurricanes goaltender Antti Raanta left Saturday 
night's game against the Florida Panthers with an upper-
body injury after colliding with forward Ryan Lomberg. 

As Lomberg chased the puck into the offensive zone midway 
through the second period, Raanta came out of his net to 
make a play, only to have the Panthers forward collide with 
him at full speed. Raanta laid facedown on the ice afterward 
before leaving the game. 

Lomberg, who was a late addition to the lineup after 
Aleksander Barkov was held out with a lower-body injury, 
received a five-minute major and a game misconduct on the 
play. 

Raanta entered the game in relief to start the second period 
after starting goaltender Frederik Andersen allowed four 
goals on 15 shots in the first. Andersen came back to finish 
the game after Raanta left. 

The Hurricanes signed Raanta to a two-year, $4-million deal 
in August. The 32-year-old netminder had previous stints 
with the Arizona Coyotes, New York Rangers and Chicago 
Blackhawks. This season, he's posted a .900 save 
percentage in two appearances as backup to the red-hot 
Andersen.
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Hurricanes lose Raanta, can’t overcome horrid start in loss to Panthers 

The Hurricanes dropped their first game of the year on 
Saturday night in Florida. 

By Brett Finger  

Well, it was going to happen sometime. 

The Carolina Hurricanes took a perfect 9-0 record to South 
Florida, and the Florida Panthers made sure that their former 
division rivals wouldn’t move onto Tampa with a double-digit 
winning streak to start their season. 

Florida blitzed Carolina with a barrage of early goals and 
rode their hot start to a — win, becoming the first NHL team 
with ten wins in 2021-22. 

Carolina’s penalty issues carried over from their game in 
Chicago in the early stages of their Saturday-night 
showdown. 

Jaccob Slavin took a tripping penalty less than a minute into 
the game, accounting for his second minor penalty of the 
season, twice as many as he took all of last season. 

With a key killer in the box, Florida took advantage of their 
power play and took an early 1-0 lead as Anthony Duclair 
crashed in and fired a wrist shot past a closing Ethan Bear 
and by Frederik Andersen. 

Anthony DeAngelo got taken down by Gustav Forsling 
moments later, leading to the Hurricanes’ first power-play try, 
but that got cut short thanks to an Andrei Svechnikov tripping 
penalty in the offensive zone. Nothing came from the lengthy 
4-on-4 sequence, nor the short Panthers power play. 

Something did come from the third Hurricanes penalty of the 
first period, though. 

Steven Lorentz got the gate for another offensive zone 
penalty, and the Cats improved to two-for-two on full-length 
power-play chances on the night. 

Frank Vatrano launched a long-range one-timer through 
traffic and beat Andersen to extend the Florida lead to 2-0. 

But wait, there’s more. 

A turnover from Andersen on an attempted stretch pass to 
Teuvo Teravainen resulted in the Panthers regaining control 
of the puck and scoring their third goal of the period. Anton 
Lundell skated around a sleeping Canes defense and beat a 
sprawling Andersen on the blocker side. 

But wait, there’s more. 

DeAngelo got burned by Duclair, and while he got bailed out 
by Andersen’s pad, he did take a hooking penalty after he 
got beat on the play, giving the Panthers their fourth power 
play and third power-play goal of the period. 

The Panthers sliced and diced the Hurricanes’ penalty killers, 
springing a series of tic-tac-toe passes that resulted in Patric 
Hornqvist standing all alone in front of Andersen and tapping 
in his first goal of the season to make it a whopping 4-0 
game with 4:32 left in the first period. 

Carolina did come back to generate a few good chances late 
in the period, but they couldn’t get anything by Spencer 
Knight. 

The first period was, in a word, embarrassing for the 
Hurricanes and likely their worst frame of the season. 

With Antti Raanta in the net, things looked a little bit better 
for Carolina in the second period. The fourth line was active 
and dangerous in the offensive zone, which fueled the rest of 
the lineup. 

A few breakdowns and missed coverages continued to nag 
the, though, but Raanta made a handful of huge stops in the 
early minutes of his relief outing. 

Those saves allowed the Hurricanes to get on the board and 
start to chip away at the 4-0 deficit. Slavin jumped deep into 
the Panthers’ zone, won a puck battle, and centered a pass 
to the stick of Jesper Fast. Fast’s fifth goal of the year made 
it a 4-1 game seven minutes into the middle frame. 

Unfortunately, Raanta’s relief outing was short-lived. At 
12:22 of the second period, the Finnish goalie went out to 
play a puck rolling in from the blue line and got ran over by 
Ryan Lomberg. 

Lomberg was given a major penalty for charging, which was 
upheld after further review. He was ejected from the game, 
and Raanta was taken out, bringing Andersen back into the 
game after getting pulled at the end of the first period. The 
team later confirmed that Raanta would not return to the 
game due to an upper-body injury. 

As a result of that incident, the Hurricanes got a five-minute 
power play and a chance to cut further into the deficit. 

After a slow start, the Canes did manage to find the back of 
the net. DeAngelo fed the puck to Teravainen, whose shot 
deflected wide. Svechnikov retrieved the puck and centered 
it to a wide-open Vincent Trocheck, and the former Panther 
made it a 4-2 game. 

Carolina failed to score again on that long man advantage 
and caught a break when a Forsling breakaway chance went 
wide of Andersen at the end of the power play. 

Andersen was forced to make a couple of tough saves late in 
the period, and he kept the game at 4-2 going into the 
second intermission. 
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The Hurricanes looked fully on their game throughout the 
third period, particularly with their 5-on-5 game. They 
generated non-stop scoring chances, thank in large part to 
the likes of Slavin and Ethan Bear jumping into plays and 
creating offense. 

A great read and pass from Bear forced Knight to make a big 
stop on Jordan Martinook, and Derek Stepan drew a 
slashing call in the process. 

The Canes needed to make it happen on the power play, but 
they couldn’t do much. A bad turnover from DeAngelo was 
bailed out by Andersen on a partial breakaway, and he had 
to make another big save in the dying second of the power 
play. 

A failed power play was quickly followed by a Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi holding penalty, but the Hurricanes managed to 
kill off their first two-minute penalty kill of the night, which set 
the stage for the final ten minutes of the third period. 

Carolina flirted with another goal on multiple occasions, often 
by way of Sebastian Aho’s presence around the front of the 
net, but they failed to beat Knight, and the Panthers closed 
things out. 

The Hurricanes finally have a loss on their resume in 2021-
22. They will look to bounce back against the Tampa Bay 
Lightning on Tuesday.

 

They Said It: Rod Brind’Amour, Vincent Trocheck, and Jaccob Slavin on Hurricanes’ loss to 
Panthers 

The Hurricanes spoke to the media after losing to the 
Panthers. 

By Brett Finger  

The Carolina Hurricanes couldn’t keep their undefeated 
streak alive on Saturday night, falling to the Florida Panthers 
by a final score of 4-2. 

Rod Brind’Amour, Vincent Trocheck, and Jaccob Slavin 
spoke to the media following the loss. Here’s what they had 
to say. 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On Frederick Andersen: He played great. He was good all 
night. We took him out after the first because we were dead 
in the water, so we didn’t want to leave him in there. 
Unfortunately, Raanta got hurt so we had to throw him back 
in, but he gave us a chance to come back. 

On Antti Raanta’s injury: You probably got way more looks 
than I did. It’s tough to watch it live. I didn’t get a good look at 
it. I haven’t looked at it much, other than kinda when it 
happened. They reviewed it. Special teams were the 
difference tonight. We were terrible on those... [Raanta] was 
fine when we walked out of here, but I’m sure he’s 
concussed. When you get hit in the head, that’s generally 
what goes on. I’m not sure yet, but I would assume that’s 
what’s going on. 

On the attitude after the game: We could have maybe even 
won this game, and I’d be still irate. That was not good. They 
know it. Guys know how to self-evaluate after a game. You 
can’t have five guys come to play, we need everyone ready 
to play. We just weren’t sharp. I know it was special teams, 
really that’s the game tonight, but it was too many 
breakaways and odd-man rushes - things that we normally 
don’t give up. Good for [Florida]. They played a hard game 
and did what they needed to do. We certainly didn’t 

On the bad start: I don’t think we were sluggish, I just think 
our penalty kill wasn’t very good. That’s the game. We 
started the first shift on the penalty kill, then the second 
penalty, and before you know it, we had three or four in the 
first period. That’s the game right there. We kinda got going 

as the game went along, but it certainly wasn’t good enough 
to even come close to a win today. 

On if he got clarification on DeAngelo’s misconduct: No, I 
don’t know. 

On Seth Jarvis: He’s competitive and makes plays. He’s 
been solid, really solid, three games in. He’s looked good 
pretty much every shift. He’s done everything we’ve asked 
him to do. That’s why he got more ice time tonight. 

On if Raanta went into concussion protocol: I don’t 100% 
know the answer to that. I just talked to him, so I don’t know 
if he went into any protocols. He seemed like he was doing 
okay, so that’s all I can tell you. 

On Brendan Smith: He was solid. He worked hard. He didn’t 
play a heck of a lot, but for being out as long as he was, I 
thought he competed very hard. 

Jaccob Slavin 

On the loss: It just wasn’t the start that we needed tonight. 
It’s something that comes from hard work and then just not 
being prepared to go right away nipped us in the bud at the 
end there. 

On the slow start: The special teams were huge. Our PK was 
been really good all year, but giving up three penalty kill 
goals in the first period is never a good start. So, just staying 
out of the box, myself included, that’s not a great penalty to 
take less than a minute into the game. We just have to make 
sure that we’re staying out of the box. It’s something that 
we’ve struggled with, as a team, over the last couple of 
seasons. So, just making sure we’re disciplined in that area. 
We just can’t give up three penalty kill goals. 

On the collision between Lomberg and Raanta: I don’t know 
if I have any comments on it right now. It’s the heat of a 
game. Raanta is trying to make a play and their guy is trying 
to score a goal. Sometimes those things just happen. I don’t 
know all of the details to it, but it’s just one of those things 
that happen in a contact sport. You don’t ever want to see it, 
but things like that happen sometimes. 

On Brendan Smith: He’s been great for a long time, so for 
him to come in is awesome for him. He’s a physical presence 
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on the ice and he plays a hard game. At the end, I think he 
played fine tonight, but we didn’t back it up as a team. 

Vincent Trocheck 

On how the team bounced back and made it a close game in 
the second and third: Yeah, that’s the silver lining, I guess. 
You know this team never quits, and that’s obviously a 
positive. But it’s a 60-minute game, not 40, so we have to 
come out better than we did. 

On what led to the bad start: I don’t know. That’s on us. We 
have to be prepared. This is the National Hockey League. It’s 
what we do for a living and we have to be prepared when the 
puck drops. 

On if the early penalties led to them not being as prepared: I 
think penalties are a result of lackluster play and not being 
prepared, so I don’t think we were ready to play.

 

 

 

Wolves’ five-game streak on the line 

Manitoba jumps to early lead and holds on to halt Chicago's 
run  

The Manitoba Moose recorded three first-period goals to set 
up a 5-1 victory over the Chicago Wolves Saturday night at 
Allstate Arena. 

Defenseman Jalen Chatfield scored for the Wolves (5-2-0-0), 
who saw their five-game winning streak come to a close. 

“They scored on the power play early and we couldn’t get to 
our game,” said Wolves head coach Ryan Warsofsky. “We 
just couldn’t find our game and we were chasing it all night.” 

For the first time this season, the Wolves did not score the 
game’s first goal. Forward Kristian Vesalainen got the Moose 
on the board at 7:22 of the first when Wolves goaltender 
Eetu Makiniemi rejected Jeff Malott’s shot on the power play, 
but the rebound went directly to Vesalainen in the opposite 
circle for an open wrister. 

The Moose (5-3-1-0) boosted their lead to 2-0 at 10:24 when 
a Wolves defenseman issued a pass to Manitoba’s Nicholas 
Jones in the slot. Jones had time to measure Makiniemi, 
then wristed it home. The count moved to 3-0 at 12:02 when 
defenseman Johnathan Kovacevic found an open spot in the 
left circle, accepted a pass from Ville Heinola and drove the 
net for a goal. 

The Wolves started to chip away 1:07 into the second. 
Orland Park native David Gust raced down the left wing, hit 
the brakes at the half-wall and dished a short pass to Josh 
Leivo to set up a 2-on-1. Leivo flipped a pass across the slot 
to Chatfield, who chipped the puck over Desrosiers for his 
third goal of the year. 

Manitoba flipped the momentum back its way when 
defenseman Jimmy Oligny scored with 6.7 seconds left in 
the second period to give the Moose a 4-1 lead. Cole Maier 
added an empty-net goal in the third. 

Alex Lyon was scheduled to start in goal for the Wolves and 
went through warmups, but the Wolves had to switch to 
rookie Eetu Makiniemi moments before the lineup was 
introduced due to a goalie injury for the team’s NHL partner 
(the Carolina Hurricanes). 

Makiniemi (3-1-0) notched 25 saves while Manitoba’s 
Philippe Desrosiers (1-0-0) stopped 22 shots to pick up the 
win in his season debut. 

The Wolves return to Allstate Arena at 3 p.m. Sunday to host 
the Milwaukee Admirals on Papa John’s Family Sunday. To 
get the best tickets for any of the Wolves’ seven November 
home games, visit ChicagoWolves.com or call 1-800-THE-
WOLVES.
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https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article255605641.html 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/11/hurricanes-implode-in-opening-period-suffer-1st-loss-to-panthers/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-suffer-first-regular-season-loss-in-florida/c-327666164 

https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-florida-panthers-game-recap/c-327297534 
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https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/hurricanes-raanta-leaves-game-vs-panthers-upper-body-injury/ 
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https://www.canescountry.com/2021/11/6/22767701/they-said-it-rod-brindamour-vincent-trocheck-and-jaccob-slavin-carolina-hurricanes-loss-to-

panthers 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/11/06/wolves-five-game-streak-on-the-line/ 
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Hurricanes’ bid for a 10th straight win and piece of NHL history denied by 
Panthers 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

UPDATED NOVEMBER 06, 2021 9:52 PM 

 

For the first time this season, the Carolina Hurricanes have left the ice 
losers. 

The Canes were after a 10th consecutive win and a slice of NHL history 
Saturday, only to have a poor start, fall behind the Florida Panthers and 
not recover in a 5-2 road loss at FLA Live Arena. 

Only two teams have won their first 10 games to start a season: the 
Toronto Maple Leafs in 1993-94 and the Buffalo Sabres in 2006-07. The 
Canes were 9-0 and bidding to be the third, but instead suffered through 
a miserable first period. 

Canes goalie Frederik Andersen was after his ninth consecutive win of 
the season. That was not to be as Antti Raanta relieved him after the 
Panthers scored four times in the first, only to have Andersen return 
when Raanta was knocked out of the game with an upper-body injury. 

Raanta was injured at 12:22 of the second when he skated out of the 
crease to play the puck. Panthers forward Ryan Lomberg, who collided 
with Raanta, was called for a five-minute charging major and given a 
game misconduct. 

“It’s the heat of the game and ‘Rantz’ is trying to make a good play and 
their guy is trying to score a goal, and sometimes those things just 
happen,” Canes defenseman Jaccob Slavin said. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said Raanta appeared “fine” after the 
game but said he assumed Raanta was concussed on the play. 

The Canes, with the man advantage for five minutes and with Andersen 
back in net, got a power-play goal from Vincent Trocheck to pull within 4-
2 — Trocheck’s seventh goal in nine games against his former team. 
Jesper Fast first got the Canes on the board seven minutes into the 
second. 

Carolina continued to push in the third, but Panthers goalie Spencer 
Knight would not bend, making 10 of his 28 saves in the final period. 
Anthony Duclair had two goals and two assists for Florida (10-0-1), which 
leads the Atlantic Division. 

The Panthers led 4-0 after a first period in which they scored three 
power-play goals — by Duclair, Frank Vatrano and Patric Hornqvist — 
and had Andersen and Canes scrambling. 

“Special teams was the difference tonight,” Brind’Amour said. “We were 
terrible on those and they were good. 

“We could have maybe even won this game tonight and I’d still be irate 
with the way we played. That was not good. We just weren’t sharp. 
Special teams was the game tonight but there were way too many 
breakaways and odd-man rushes, the things we don’t give up.” 

The Canes were playing without injured defenseman Brett Pesce and 
missed him. But the Panthers made center Aleksander Barkov, their 
captain and best player, a late scratch just before the game. 

Panthers goalie Sergei Bobrovsky also was out with an injury suffered 
Thursday in the overtime win over the Washington Capitals. But Knight, 
in his fifth game, improved to 4-0-1 this season. 

Fast scored his fifth goal of the season — the forward had six in 58 
games last season — to give the Canes some life in the second period. 
But the heavy damage had been done by the Panthers. 

Little went right in the first for the Canes, who were 6-0-2 against Florida 
last season in the Central Division. 
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Slavin, who rarely spends time in the penalty box, was called for tripping 
37 seconds into the game. That was the first of the four Canes penalties 
in the first period, and the Panthers made the most of them on the power 
play while rookie forward Anton Lundell added an even-strength goal. 

“It was us digging ourselves a hole in the first period,” Slavin said. “Guys 
battled hard after that but ...” 

The Canes entered the game third in the NHL in penalty killing at 90.2 
percent, having allowed only four power-play goals this season. But 
Duclair, who had a goal and two assists in the first period, ripped a shot 
past Andersen, Vatrano scored from deep range and Hornqvist tapped in 
a shot. 

That’s on us, We’ve got to be prepared,” Trocheck said. “It’s the National 
Hockey League and what we do for a living We’ve got to be ready to 
play. Penalties are a result of lackluster play and not being prepared.” 

Florida won its first eight games before a shootout loss to the Boston 
Bruins on Oct. 30. The Canes were left as the NHL’s only undefeated 
team entering November, a travel-heavy month for Carolina, which has 
just three home games. 

The Hurricanes complete their two-game Florida swing and go to Tampa 
Bay on Tuesday to face the team that knocked them out of the Stanley 
Cup playoffs last season. 
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Hurricanes implode in opening period, suffer 1st loss to Panthers 

 

November 6, 2021  

Cory Lavalette Article, NHL, Sports 

 

When reigning Lady Byng Trophy winner Jaccob Slavin took a penalty 
just 37 seconds into Saturday’s game in Florida, the Carolina Hurricanes 
had to figure it just wouldn’t be their night. 

The Panthers scored three of their four first-period goals on the power 
play and Carolina suffered its first loss of the season, dropping a 5-2 
decision in an early-season battle of two of the NHL’s top two. 

“We could have maybe even won this game,” coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “I’d be still irate at the way we played. That was not good.” 

Anthony Duclair led the way for Florida, scoring his first goal of the night 
on the power play during Slavin’s penalty, adding an empty-net goal at 
the end of the game and finishing with the first four-point game of his 
career. 

The Panthers improved to 10-0-1 on the season, while Carolina left 
Sunrise with its first loss. 

“We’ve got to be prepared. … I think the penalties are a result of 
lackluster play and not being prepared,” Hurricanes center Vincent 
Trocheck said of the team’s four first-period penalties. “So yeah, I don’t 
think we were ready to play.” 

The Hurricanes did attempt to claw their way back into the game in the 
second period despite the 4-0 deficit, replacing Frederik Andersen with 
Antti Raanta in goal. 

Seven minutes into the middle frame, Jesper Fast scored his fifth goal of 
the season off a Slavin pass to get Carolina on the board. 

Then the Hurricanes — already without defenseman Brett Pesce, who 
didn’t make the trip after being hurt Wednesday in Chicago — lost 

Raanta to injury when he raced out to play a puck and collided with 
charging Panthers forward Ryan Lomberg at 12:22 of the second period. 
Lomberg was assessed a game misconduct and a five-minute major 
penalty. 

“You got probably way more looks at it than I did,” Brind’Amour said of 
collision. “It’s tough when I’m watching live. So I haven’t looked at it much 
other than when it happened in the game. (The officials) reviewed it.” 

Brind’Amour said Raanta seemed “fine” after the game, “but I’m sure he’s 
concussed. You get hit in the head, that’s generally what goes on. I’m not 
sure yet, but I would assume that’s what’s going on.” 

Carolina, with Andersen (23 saves) back in net, managed to cut the lead 
to two when Trocheck scored during the five-minute man advantage for 
his seventh goal in nine career games against his former team. 

The Hurricanes didn’t get any closer despite having several chances on 
goalie Spencer Knight (30 saves). 

“Guys battled hard after that, but we can’t dig ourselves in that kind of 
hole,” Slavin said. 

Notes: Hurricanes defenseman Tony DeAngelo was given a 10-minute 
misconduct with 59 seconds left in the game. The team said DeAngelo 
was assessed the misconduct for shooting a rubber rat — a longtime 
celebratory prop of Panthers fans — that was thrown on the ice. … 
Despite allowing four goals and losing his first game of the season, 
Andersen’s goals-against average is still at 1.83 and his save percentage 
is .939. … Carolina last allowed three power play goals in a regular 
season game on Feb. 4, 2021, a 4-3 win at Chicago in the eighth game 
of last season. … Rookie Seth Jarvis, held without a point for the first 
time in his third career game, played 15:28, over 50% more than he 
played in his second game (10:01) Wednesday. 
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Lightning finish strong to salvage victory over Senators 

 

Eduardo A. Encina 

4-5 minutes 11/6/2021 

 

One characteristic the Lightning had over the past two years — and it’s a 
big reason they won consecutive Stanley Cups — is that they never 
seemed to let frustration fester. 

They used disappointing performances as fuel and more often than not 
came out stronger and more determined in their next game. 

On Thursday, they fumed over their loss in Toronto, a game in which 
they allowed 12 odd-man rushes and blew a one-goal lead in the final 
minute of regulation before losing in overtime. 

After two periods against the Senators on Saturday afternoon in Ottawa, 
they were in danger of suffering the same fate: losing a game in which 
they had played well enough to win. 

Finding themselves in a 2-2 game in which both Senators goals had 
resulted from turnovers at Tampa Bay’s blue line, the Lightning came out 
focused in the third period. Sticking to what has pulled out many games 
for them in the past — playing smartly and staying aggressive — they put 
together a strong three-goal third to beat the rebuilding Senators 5-3. 

Though there were discouraging moments, the Lightning return from their 
two-game trip to Canada having netted three of a possible four points. 
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“That’s always a great record,” defenseman Victor Hedman said. 
“(Saturday) was a big game for us.” 

The Lightning (6-3-2) have won four of their past five games and earned 
points in six of their last seven. 

Steven Stamkos scored the go-ahead goal 7:32 into the third period, 
cleaning up a rebound of an Alex Killorn shot from the slot. Mathieu 
Joseph set up the goal by using his speed to push the puck up the ice, 
putting the Ottawa defenders on their heels. He dropped a pass to 
Killorn, whose shot from the slot was denied. Stamkos swooped in for the 
rebound and beat goaltender Matt Murray inside the far post. 

Stamkos also had an assist in the game, giving him a team-high 14 
points. 

After his goal, the teams combined to score three goals in the final two 
minutes of play. 

Ondrej Palat scored on a rush, filling the net with a wrist shot from in front 
of the net off a pass from Anthony Cirelli with 1:41 left. Palat returned the 
favor just over a minute later, finding Cirelli for an empty-netter to make it 
5-2. Cirelli’s goal made Senators forward Logan Shaw’s tally with 16 
seconds left mere stat-sheet fodder. 

“Unlike the Toronto game a couple nights ago, where we just didn’t stick 
with our process, it was a big thing for us to come up in the third and not 
change, not chase the game with it tied,” Lightning coach Jon Cooper 
said. “And we didn’t and got rewarded for it.” 

After the Toronto game, Hedman said the Lightning played too 
conservatively in the third period, like they were chasing the game 
despite having the lead. Two days later, they played with considerably 
more urgency. 

Despite being outshot 13-4 in the opening period, the Lightning went into 
the first intermission up 1-0 on a power-play goal by Hedman, his first 
score of the season and the Lightning’s third in 24 man-advantages over 
the past nine games. Goaltender Brian Elliott, making his first start in 12 
days, withstood the Senators’ early surge and finished with 24 saves. 

But early in the second period, defenseman Cal Foote’s turnover led to 
Ottawa’s first goal. After defenseman Jan Rutta scored his first goal in 
nearly two years to put the Lightning up 2-1, Rutta’s bad pass against the 
boards led to Brady Tkachuk’s tying goal with 43 seconds left in the 
period. 

The Lightning reset in the third. 

“We didn’t chase the game; we played deep,” Cooper said. “The scoring 
chances were 2 to 1 for Ottawa in the first period. But it’s not the scoring 
chances you’re getting; it’s what you’ve giving up. And in those last two 
periods, we didn’t give very much up. You want to win hockey games in 
this league, you have to defend.” 
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Lightning’s Mathieu Joseph can reach another level if he can manage his 
speed 

 

Eduardo A. Encina 

6-7 minutes 11/6/2021 

 

TAMPA — Jon Cooper’s words still stick with Mathieu Joseph five years 
later. After Joseph’s first preseason game five years ago, the Lightning 

coach pulled the forward aside and told him he had a promising future in 
the NHL, but first he’d have to learn to play better away from the puck. 

“He was saying that I was on top a lot and that I have good speed and 
stuff,” Joseph said last week. “But at the same time, I wanted to be better 
defensively and be in better position in general and also getting better at 
using my stick.” 

After three seasons battling for pucks and using his speed on the 
forecheck on the Lightning’s bottom lines, Joseph, 24, now bears one of 
the Lightning’s most important defensive tasks as a member of their top 
penalty-kill unit. . 

“He’s more comfortable in the NHL,” Cooper said. “I think that’s a big 
thing for me. “He has more confidence in what he can do. I think his work 
on the penalty kill probably helped him out. It’s helped his 5-on-5 game 
out considerably. I think (PK partner Pierre-Edouard) Bellemare’s helped 
him out. But he is much more aware of the ice away from the puck. And I 
think that’s helping him when he gets the puck.” 

This is an important year for Joseph. With four forwards from the back-to-
back Stanley Cup teams no longer with the Lightning and top scorer 
Nikita Kucherov injured, Joseph has his first real opportunity to play a 
top-six forward role. 

Though he hasn’t played on the PK since his minor league days, Joseph 
and Bellemare look like they’ve been killing penalties together for years. 
It helps that the two are both native French speakers, though Joseph’s 
French Canadian version is slightly different than the Frenchman 
Bellemare. 

Bellemare has made a career of killing penalties, and he plays the 
forward position up top that applies pressure. When he’s able to take 
possession of the puck, all he has to do is flick it up ice and Joseph can 
use his speed to stretch the ice and create shorthanded scoring chances. 

“He’s a fast guy, on the PK especially,” Bellemare said. “He’s way faster 
than I am, so it’s better for him to be in the position where he can get the 
breakaways. … I think we connected pretty well right away and then I 
think we were pretty excited to put together the PK, so we try to keep it 
simple and to keep it honest with each other where we can play at a level 
that’s pretty high and fast-paced.” 

Joseph and Bellemare created several shorthanded breakaways in the 
first 10 games. That possession time is extremely valuable in killing 
penalties, but Joseph has yet to score on one of those opportunities, and 
he was unable to get off a shot on a few. 

Joseph understands that’s the part of his game he needs to improve to 
take it to the next level. He’s one of the fastest players on the Lightning 
— only Brayden Point might be faster — but Joseph has yet to develop 
Point’s ability to create his own space by changing speeds and keeping 
defenders guessing. 

“Speed is terrific, but change of speed kills,” Lightning TV analyst Brian 
Engblom said. “There’s fast, and there’s ultra-fast. He’s right up there. 
But he’s still learning how to use that, because the rink has boards 
around it. It’s not a lake. 

“You watch Brayden go through the neutral zone and cruise and then 
step on the gas and change speeds. It’s like a Formula 1 car. You can 
feel the gears changing. It’s the same thing with Joseph, but it’s like he 
still has wild speed. He needs to downshift.” 

Joseph will be the first to admit that sometimes he’s gotten too caught up 
in going full speed. Chances didn’t come often when he played on the 
bottom lines, and he admits his eyes got big when he got the puck with 
open ice in front of him. 

“That’s definitely not what you want to do in the NHL,” he said. “So I’m 
still learning how to manage my speed and not just go all-out right away 
when I get the puck. It’s definitely something I’m trying to work on, trying 
to accelerate maybe or slow down instead of going full speed. But I think 
that comes with the reps and experience of playing more games..” 
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Joseph had two shorthanded breakaways in an overtime win in Detroit 
last month and got shots off on both. On the second, he went full throttle 
through the neutral zone and beat two defenders. But he ran out of track 
and shot into Red Wings goaltender Alex Nedejkovic’s pads from in front 
of the goal. 

“He waits a little too long, waits to get too close to the goalie or too close 
to the defenseman and just doesn’t quite get it yet,” Engblom said. 
“When you have that kind of speed and you’ve gotten penetration, you 
get to the tops of the circles, already you’re in scoring position. You don’t 
have to get to the second hashmark to score. ... If he gets a grasp of that, 
he will score a ton of goals.” 
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Why Brian Elliott is an X-factor this season: 5 observations on Lightning 

 

Joe Smith 

11-14 minutes 11/7/2021 

 

OTTAWA, Ontario — Brian Elliott stood in front of his stall and gladly 
accepted the prize of choice. 

The veteran backup goaltender had just picked up his first win for the 
Lightning on Saturday afternoon, a 5-3 victory over the Senators, the 
team that drafted him in the ninth round in 2003. Back when there was a 
ninth round and the Atlanta Thrashers were a thing. The Canadian Tire 
Center, and this town, is where Elliott spent his “formative” years before 
he became a starter, a two-time All-Star and now the No. 2 on the back-
to-back Cup champs. 

Elliott, in his backward cap, a red towel draped over his shoulders, was 
handed two bags of popcorn — each with a Senators logo on it. He did 
what most of us would have done: started to double-fist the snacks by 
pouring nearly one full bag in his mouth, the rest trickling off his chest to 
the floor. Then the yells started. 

“Heyyyy!” 

“Mooose!” 

You’re going to get to know Elliott, 36, aka “Moose,” better as the season 
goes on. He has a sneaky-funny sense of humor, and, most important to 
the Lightning, the temperament to be a backup goalie. And if Elliott 
delivers more performances like Saturday’s, Tampa Bay will be in good 
shape. 

One of the toughest positions is the backup, and especially for Andrei 
Vasilevskiy. It’s one thing to play once every 12 days, as Elliott has for 
each of his first two starts. But it’s another to fill in for Vasilevskiy, the 
best goaltender in the world, the Conn Smythe winner, who often masks 
the Lightning’s issues with big saves. 

But that’s what Elliott did Saturday. The Lightning knew the Senators 
would come out flying. They’re young, they’re talented. But Elliott helped 
Tampa Bay settle in and “weather the storm” with 13 first-period saves. 
There were a couple of big ones in the first three minutes, including one 
while Elliott was on his back. The Lightning led 1-0 after the first period 
instead of being down, and Elliott was a big reason. 

“I’m really happy to get the first one with the new team,” Elliott said. “And 
I hope we can continue with those.” 

Vasilevskiy is still the team’s most important player, its backbone, the 
MVP. But the Lightning need to be careful about managing his workload, 

especially with the upcoming Olympics in February, when Vasilevskiy will 
be the No. 1 for Russia. Coach Jon Cooper has said that 60 starts for 
Vasilevskiy isn’t out of the question, but that still leaves 22 to 25 starts for 
Elliott. 

"The last thing we want to do is burn him out." 

The Atlantic Division is going to be as tough as it’s been in years, with 
the Panthers already off to a 10-0-1 start, the Maple Leafs right there and 
the seemingly ageless Bruins hanging in. Every point matters, and if 
Elliott can give the Lightning a chance more times than not, they’ll have 
better odds of solidifying a playoff spot. Elliott would likely not play any 
game in the postseason, but you have to get there first. 

Tampa Bay was 4-7-2 without Vasilevskiy starting last season, and they 
could use an improvement on that. And Elliott, as well as he’s played in 
his career, has never been a backup in this situation. Even in Philly, he 
almost split the starts with phenom prospect Carter Hart. Elliott started 
28, 30 and 31 games the past three seasons. The next start for Elliott 
might not come until Nov. 16 against the Flyers, his former team, or that 
weekend’s back-to-back. 

Elliott said he adjusted his routine by treating practices like they are his 
games. The team always gives him a heads-up way in advance on when 
he’s starting next. Elliott wasn’t quite as sharp in his first start for the 
Lightning, giving up three goals on 23 shots in Buffalo on Oct. 25, but he 
earned the win — and some popcorn — on Saturday. 

“You can’t let a practice waste away,” Elliott said. “You really, really focus 
on all the things you want to do during the game, and when your name is 
called, you’ve got to go in there and perform.” 

Mathieu Joseph had only one assist on the stat sheet Saturday, but he 
made a big-time impact. 

Joseph created yet another short-handed breakaway chance, getting 
stopped by Matt Murray. As Lightning color analyst Brian Engblom said, 
Joseph will start to “scare the hell” out of teams once he starts cashing in 
on those chances. He’s had a handful of them during the season. 

Joseph also nearly scored a goal when it was overruled due to 
goaltender interference (which Cooper challenged). And, on his assist, 
Joseph used his disruptive speed to enter the Ottawa zone before 
dropping the puck back to Alex Killorn. Killorn’s shot led to a long 
rebound, and Steven Stamkos cashed in. It was the kind of play Joseph 
is very capable of, and once he harnesses his speed — the stops and 
starts — he’ll be really dynamic. 

But it’s clear the Lightning staff is trusting Joseph more in all situations. 
Cooper believes that Joseph’s strong play on the penalty kill has 
positively affected his five-on-five performance, especially his awareness 
in the defensive zone. As a result, Joseph played a career-high 18:07 on 
Saturday, roughly double what Corey Perry, Pat Maroon, Alex Barre-
Boulet and Ross Colton played. Since Oct. 23, Joseph is averaging 
16:13 per game. 

“You want your players to drive play,” Cooper said. “Our penalty kill, he 
has been fantastic. He’s getting tons of chances. I know the frustration is 
mounting. Would we like to add to short-handed goals? No question. At 
some point, they’re going to go in. For me, it’s his five-on-five. He can’t 
be a liability out there. There were times where growth needed to come 
in his game. This year, he seems to be more cognizant in the defensive 
zone, and couple that responsibility with his speed and things he can 
bring to the team, he’s really elevated (his game) and his ice time is 
showing.” 

Cal Foote is ‘not there yet’ 

The Lightning were already planning to give Cal Foote an extended look 
on the blue line, especially with Zach Bogosian not expected back for a 
few more weeks. 

They need to know what they have in the 2017 first-round pick. 

“It’s his time to shine,” Cooper said. 
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And with Mikhail Sergachev suspended for two games, Foote is going to 
get extra minutes, including several shifts on the penalty kill in Saturday’s 
game in Ottawa. But Foote still has a way to go in his game, and just one 
example came on the Senators’ first goal. 

Foote collected an innocent flip into the Lightning zone and tried to bang 
it up the boards into the neutral zone. Connor Brown snagged it off the 
wall, then beat Foote back to scoring position as the second-year 
defenseman got to his knees and tried to disrupt the shot. Brown beat 
Elliott and it was 1-1. 

It wasn’t the only unforced error by the Lightning that led to a Senators 
goal — Ryan McDonagh had another — but it showed Foote’s struggle to 
quickly recover. 

Foote has worked hard on his foot speed and agility, including spending 
time with skating coach Barb Underhill in the summer. Those are the 
upgrades he needs to be a regular, and something he’s known since his 
draft year. “I just haven’t seen much improvement,” said one NHL scout, 
“and that’s what scares me.” 

The scout said that some players can think and play fast, and there are 
times it seems like Foote is thinking too much. This is by no means ruling 
out Foote as a player or a contributor for the Lightning; he’s been back 
for only a few games. He’ll get an extended look in the lineup. 

But assistant coach Rob Zettler, who runs the blue line, acknowledged 
where Foote is in his progression. 

“He’s not there yet,” Zettler said. “He knows it. We know it. He’s got to 
keep working to keep elevating his game. He hasn’t played much in six 
or seven months. He hurt himself with the wrist and had an extended 
period where he was out. We’re trying to be patient with him. But we’re 
also trying to make sure we’re on him so his mechanics are improving. 
With (Foote), to me, it is, ‘How efficiently can you play? How physical can 
you play the game?’ And then, of course, the puck movement — getting 
pucks out of your hand as quickly as possible. I’m always telling him, 
‘We’ve got to keep pushing into the fight, keep playing physical.’ When 
he’s more engaged physically, that’s when he’s at his best. And we’ve 
got to make that a little better.” 

Hedman’s bounce-back 

There’s no sugarcoating that Victor Hedman had a rough game Thursday 
in Toronto. 

The turnover in the final minute on the failed clear, leading to John 
Tavares’ tying goal. The penalty in OT on Tavares’ breakaway, leading to 
the winning goal. 

It happens, even to the best defenseman in the world. 

But Hedman bounced back in a big way Saturday. He racked up seven 
shots on goal and opened the scoring with a power-play goal. He logged 
more than 28 minutes, leading the team, making up for Sergachev’s 
absence. He looked more like his usual self. 

“It’s just another game,” Hedman said. “You have a good game, bad 
game, you can’t dwell too long on mistakes or games. It was a big game 
for us.” 

When Hedman is a threat, it means a lot for the power play. The unit had 
been struggling, in a 2-for-23 funk entering the game and feeling the loss 
of Nikita Kucherov. Kucherov is one of the best power-play weapons in 
the league, so the Lightning had to do things differently. A key for the 
power-play unit is moving the puck quickly, as opposed to the deliberate 
pace when Kucherov is there. 

That was evident in Hedman’s power-play goal, with Stamkos’ one-touch 
pass to Hedman for a one-timer. 

“We’re trying to find our groove,” Hedman said. “We’re missing one of the 
best players; it leaves a hole. But I’m glad we came up with that one.” 

Sergachev’s suspension 

When Cooper pulled Sergachev aside after Friday’s practice, it looked 
like the Lightning coach let him know that he was getting a two-game 
suspension. 

Right after, Sergachev fired the puck against the boards. 

You can imagine why Sergachev was ticked off, having to miss two 
games after his hit to the head Thursday on Toronto’s Mitch Marner. The 
discipline was warranted, especially considering the hit was avoidable 
and was dangerous. But as much as the Lightning miss Sergachev, 
having a couple of games off isn’t a bad thing in the big picture. 

Sergachev has struggled a bit early this season, being on the ice for 
goals against and taking some untimely penalties. Zettler spent several 
minutes chatting with Sergachev after practice Friday, talking with the 
young Russian defenseman on how he can benefit from working on 
things during the break. 

Sergachev is eligible to return Saturday against the Panthers. 

“There’s a window of time that you don’t usually get with that kind of 
player, to work on a few things,” Zettler said. “He’s a high-minute player, 
and we don’t get a lot of time for that stuff. We talked a lot about having 
two hands on the stick and battling for pucks and that kind of stuff, just 
the simple things that I think we need to do, some foundation things that 
will be really good. Actually, he’s fired up for it.” 
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Martin Jones stands tall as the Flyers hold off Alex Ovechkin and 
Capitals, 2-1 

 

by Sam Carchidi 

Published Nov 6, 2021 

 

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Before the Flyers’ 2-1 win Saturday night against 
a high-scoring Washington team that dominated them last season, center 
Sean Couturier was asked to assess the season’s first three weeks. 

“We’re a work in progress,” he said. 

Make that an impressive work in progress. 

Derrick Brassard scored his first goal in eight games and backup goalie 
Martin Jones (31 saves) improved his record to 3-0, lifting the Flyers (6-
2-2) to a hard-fought victory at Capital One Arena. Couturier scored what 
proved to be the winning goal. 

Two nights after they couldn’t take advantage of the depleted Penguins, 
the Flyers outplayed the Capitals, who were missing, in effect, their 
second line because of injuries to T.J. Oshie, Anthony Mantha, and 
Nicklas Backstrom. 

The Flyers were without two key players, Kevin Hayes and Ryan Ellis. 
The team has picked up points in eight of its 10 games. 

The Flyers, who lost six of the eight meetings against the Caps last 
season, controlled the first period and had more shots (12-6) and shot 
attempts (25-14) while tilting the ice in their favor. 

They finally got one past goalie Vitek Vanecek when Cam Atkinson (five 
shots) won a puck battle behind the net and fed Brassard for a one-timer 
from the left circle with 8 minutes, 42 seconds left in the second. 

The Flyers are now 6-0-1 when they score the game’s first goal; 0-2-1 
when they don’t. 
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A little over a minute after Brassard’s second tally of the season, Jones 
denied Carl Hagelin on a breakaway, preserving the Flyers’ one-goal 
lead. 

Couturier put in a rebound of Rasmus Ristolainen’s shot to make it 2-0 
with 4:16 left in the second, a period that, before Saturday, had been 
troublesome for the Flyers this season. Ristolainen had four hits and was 
a physical force in the game, and the point was his first as a Flyer and his 
200th career assist. 

“Every time you come here and play them, it’s going to be big-boy 
hockey,” Ristolainen said. “I really enjoy that.” 

 “I thought we were pretty engaged early,” center Scott Laughton said. 
“We said it in the room before the game that this was a big test for us 
coming in here.” 

The Flyers dominated the first 40 minutes, but the Caps, as expected, 
came out strong in the third period, outshooting the Flyers, 15-6 in the 
stanza. They got to within 2-1 when Brett Leason put a point-blank shot 
over Jones’ left shoulder with 13:58 left in regulation. Jones shut the door 
the rest of the way. 

Compared to last season, the Flyers’ defensive structure has been much 
better in the early part of this year. 

“I do think it’s an area we’re working on. I don’t think we’re where we 
need to be, but I do see signs of progression,” coach Alain Vigneault 
said. “I do see signs of guys understanding what we’re trying to do and 
the type of style we’re trying to play. Teams that are going to get in (the 
playoffs) are the teams that improve, and we have to be one of those 
teams that improves.” 

Last season, the Flyers finished last in the NHL in goals allowed per 
game (3.52); they entered Saturday seventh (2.56 goals per game). 

Jones shines 

Jones, 31, lowered his goals-against average to 1.67 and raised his save 
percentage to .950. He had three straight disappointing seasons in San 
Jose, but the change of scenery has been good for him. 

With the Flyers clinging to a 2-1 lead with 9:31 remaining, Jones made 
his best save of the night as he turned aside Conor Sheary’s one-timer 
from the doorstep. A little later, he made five stops on a Capitals power 
play. 

“He looks very calm in there, and that’s when you know he’s playing 
really well,” defenseman Justin Braun said. “He doesn’t have the big 
movements; he’s just square to the puck and making saves.” 

Braun added that goalie coach Kim Dillabaugh “has done a lot of work 
with him. He had him in L.A., and I think he got him back to where he 
was.” 

Jones praised the defense in front of him and the team’s 3 for 3 night on 
the penalty kill. “And that’s a good recipe for a goalie,” he said. 

Ovi watch 

Alex Ovechkin blitzed the Flyers for eight goals in six games last season. 
He took a league-high 10 goals into Saturday and the Flyers kept him off 
the scoreboard. The left winger fired six shots, five in the final period. 

“With him, you have to limit his time and space,” Flyers forward Nate 
Thompson said before the opening faceoff. “I know it sounds like a 
cliché, but for a guy like that who can shoot the puck like he can, you 
have to make sure he’s shooting from the outside and it’s a contested 
shot, and obviously you want to keep him off the power play.” 

Ovechkin’s best play in the first period, oddly enough, was with his 
backchecking as he caught up with Atkinson and prevented a shot 
attempt on what looked like a shorthanded breakaway. 

Up next 

The Flyers host Toronto on Wednesday before playing in Carolina on 
Friday and in Dallas on Saturday. That will conclude a stretch in which 
they will have played seven of nine games on the road. 
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Flyers not caught up in the past ahead of first regular-season matchup 
against the Washington Capitals 

 

by Olivia Reiner 

Published Nov 6, 2021 

 

WASHINGTON — From playing their first game against the expansion 
Seattle Kraken to embarking upon their first Western Canada road trip 
since 2019, the Flyers have experienced plenty of milestone moments to 
start the 2021-22 regular season. 

Saturday night, however, brings a matchup against a familiar foe. 

The Flyers will look to leave their 2020-21 season record against the 
Washington Capitals — 2-5-1 — in the past as they make their first visit 
of the season to Capital One Arena. 

“They’re a big, physical team that has a lot of skill,” center Sean 
Couturier said. “Their power play’s really dangerous. Obviously, they 
have [Alexander] Ovechkin. That’s always a threat. But they have a lot of 
players throughout their lineup. So we need all four lines, everyone 
stepping up and bringing their A game.” 

Last season, the Capitals’ power play gave the Flyers’ penalty kill heaps 
of trouble. In eight games, the Flyers killed just 63.2% of the Capitals’ 
man-advantages, which was roughly a 10% decrease from their season 
average (73.05%, second-to-last in the league). 

Always a threat to score, Washington's Alex Ovechkin has 740 career 
goals to his credit. 

Always a threat to score, Washington's Alex Ovechkin has 740 career 
goals to his credit.Justin Tang / AP 

Ovechkin, 36, makes the Capitals’ even-strength offense and their power 
play go. Last season, he led the Capitals with eight goals and 12 points 
in six games against the Flyers. Ovechkin has started off this season 
strong, scoring his NHL-leading 10th goal -- and the 740th of his career -- 
against the Florida Panthers on Thursday. 

“You give him five chances a night, he’s gonna probably put a couple in 
the back of the net,” defenseman Justin Braun said. “Those high-end 
players, you’ve just got to be smart when you’re on the ice with him.” 

Despite the Flyers’ struggles against the Capitals last season, Braun said 
the defensive corps is in a better position to limit their opponent’s 
opportunities this time around. 

“I think when we were coming in here, our defensive structure wasn’t 
very good,” Braun said. “We were kind of all over in the D zone. So I 
think this year, we’re a little more dialed in on that end to not giving up as 
many quality, grade As night in, night out. We’re still working on it, but it’s 
much better than last year.” 

Second line looking for a spark 

Through the first three games of the regular season, the Flyers’ second 
line of center Derick Brassard and wingers Joel Farabee and Cam 
Atkinson was soaring. The trio had six even-strength goals among them 
— one for Brassard, two for Farabee, and three for Atkinson. 
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However, over the last four games, the line has failed to fill the goals 
column and even had one goal scored against them when the Flyers lost 
to he Pittsburgh Penguins on Thursday. The line’s percentage of total 
Corsi has only peaked above 50% once — 54.17% against the Boston 
Bruins on Oct. 20 — and over the last three games, the unit hasn’t seen 
rates above 33.33%. 

“I think we’ve just got to be a little bit better on the forecheck,” Farabee 
said. “I think in those first few games, we were really, really successful 
when we were turning over pucks and staying tight as a three-man group 
and staying tight with our D, too.” 

The second line will look to rebound against the Capitals by trying to 
sustain offensive pressure and avoid playing on their heels in the 
defensive zone. 

Breakaways 

Goalie Martin Jones (2-0-0, .941 save percentage, 2.01 goals-against 
average) will get the start in net for the Flyers. On the other end of the 
rink, the Capitals will start Vitek Vanecek (2-1-3, .902 save percentage, 
2.49 goals-against average). ... The Capitals will play against the Flyers 
without center Nicklas Bäckström (hip), winger Anthony Mantha (upper 
body), and forward T.J. Oshie (lower body). ... Head coach Alain 
Vigneault said there is an “outside chance” that center Kevin Hayes 
(abdominal) and defenseman Ryan Ellis (lower body) will be healthy 
enough to play in Wednesday’s home game against the Toronto Maple 
Leafs. Ellis, who did not make the trip to Washington, is unlikely to 
practice with the team on Sunday. 
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How does Flyers' start compare and contrast to last season? 

 

BY JORDAN HALL 

 

The Flyers have an opportunity to accomplish a few notable things 
Saturday. 

With a victory, the Flyers (5-2-2) would avoid losing consecutive games 
for the first time this season and notch their first Metropolitan Division 
win. They also would jump the Capitals (5-1-4) in the win column 10 
games into their season. 

"When you're talking about divisional games, you're talking about four-
point games," Flyers head coach Alain Vigneault said Wednesday. 
"Extremely important, we understand that." 

Let's get into the essentials for the second game of the club's two-game 
divisional road trip: 

When: 7 p.m. ET with Flyers Pregame Live at 6:30 p.m. ET 

Where: Capital One Arena 

Broadcast: NBC Sports Philadelphia 

Live stream: NBCSportsPhiladelphia.com and the NBC Sports MyTeams 
app 

• With the Flyers at 5-2-2 after an active and aggressive offseason from 
general manager Chuck Fletcher, it feels like they're a different team and 
in a better place. 

Interestingly, though, the Flyers did have a better record at this point last 
season. They were 6-2-1 and went 7-2-1 through their first 10 games. 

They ended up missing the playoffs, finishing 25-23-8 and with the NHL's 
worst goals-against figure at 3.52 per game. 

So it is early. 

But the Flyers' record this season is likely more indicative of their play. 
Their record at this point last season was pretty misleading. 

Through their 6-2-1 start in 2020-21, the Flyers had the NHL's second-
fewest shots per game at 23 and were allowing the third most at 33.4. 
They had outscored the opposition 31-27 as they were outshot by 10 per 
game. The Flyers' two regulation losses were a pair of eye-opening 6-1 
decisions, one of them coming to the Sabres. 

In their 5-2-2 start this season, the Flyers have outscored the opposition 
30-23. They've put up 30 shots per game and have allowed 33.3 per 
game. Their two regulation losses have come against teams with a 
combined record of 15-1-4. And they've had top-pair defenseman Ryan 
Ellis (lower body) for only three games and second-line center Kevin 
Hayes (abdominal surgery) for none. 

Overall, the Flyers have to feel more pleased with their process this year 
and believe it will yield better results by season's end. Perhaps the 
biggest reason for that is Carter Hart looking like the Hart of old (3-2-2, 
2.41 GAA, .926 save percentage). 

• Martin Jones is in net for the Flyers on Saturday night. 

Like Hart, he has played well. In his two outings, Jones has stopped 64 
of 68 shots for a pair of victories. 

Ellis will miss his seventh straight game. 

Patrick Brown will enter the lineup in place of Nicolas Aube-Kubel. 

The Capitals have scored 3.60 goals per game and are 3-0-3 at home. 
They're dealing with injuries up front as forwards Nicklas Backstrom (hip), 
T.J. Oshie (lower body) and Anthony Mantha (upper body) are all out. 

Projected lineup 

Forwards 

Claude Giroux-Sean Couturier-Travis Konecny 

Joel Farabee-Derick Brassard-Cam Atkinson 

Oskar Lindblom-Scott Laughton-James van Riemsdyk 

Patrick Brown-Nate Thompson-Zack MacEwen 

Defensemen 

Ivan Provorov-Justin Braun 

Travis Sanheim-Rasmus Ristolainen 

Keith Yandle-Nick Seeler 

Goalies 

Martin Jones 

Carter Hart 
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Three first-year Flyers headline road win over Capitals 

 

BY JORDAN HALL 
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The Flyers have a lot of new faces this season. 

Three of the newcomers spearheaded the club's 2-1 road win Saturday 
night over the Capitals. 

Martin Jones, Rasmus Ristolainen and Derick Brassard all played some 
of their best in a Flyers jersey at Capital One Arena as the team picked 
up its first Metropolitan Division victory. 

The Flyers (6-2-2) grabbed three of a possible four points on their two-
game road trip through Pittsburgh and Washington. 

The Flyers' two regulation losses have come against teams with a 
combined record of 17-1-4. 

The Capitals (5-2-4) suffered their first regulation home loss. The Flyers 
and Washington meet three more times this season. 

• The Flyers couldn't ask for much more from Jones thus far. 

The 31-year-old backup goalie is 3-0-0 and has 95 saves on 100 shots. 

He picked up 31 of them Saturday night. Fourteen of those came in the 
third period when the Capitals finally cracked him but couldn't net an 
equalizer. 

The Flyers sported the league's worst save percentage last season 
(.883). Early on this season, Carter Hart has a .926 mark and Jones is at 
.950. Both goalies have been sharp and the Flyers are feeding off of it. 

Washington netminder Vitek Vanecek stopped 30 of the Flyers' 32 shots. 

• The line of Brassard, Joel Farabee and Cam Atkinson had a superb 
shift to produce the game-opening goal a little over halfway through the 
action. 

The trio, which had gone scoreless over the previous four games, was all 
over the Capitals in the offensive zone. Atkinson ended up finding 
Brassard, who fired a shot top shelf from the circle to give the Flyers a 1-
0 lead. 

About four and a half minutes later, Sean Couturier extended the Flyers' 
advantage to 2-0. He batted home a rebound off of a shot by Ristolainen, 
who picked up his first point as a Flyer on the play. 

Giroux tallied the secondary assist on the goal. The captain and 
Couturier have 12 points apiece through 10 games. 

Ristolainen put up arguably his best performance in a Flyers sweater to 
date. In 22:48 minutes, the Finnish defenseman had an assist, four hits, 
three shots and a plus-1 mark. 

His defensive partner Travis Sanheim was very good, as well. He was 
effective all night at 5-on-5 and on the penalty kill. 

Both blueliners played considerably better than how they did in the 
Flyers' 3-2 overtime loss Thursday to the Penguins. 

• The Flyers' penalty kill went 3 for 3. 

Alex Ovechkin, who entered the night only one goal away from tying Brett 
Hull for fourth on the NHL's all-time list, was held without a point for just 
the second time this season. 

The future Hall of Famer did serious damage on the Flyers last season, 
putting up eight goals and 12 points in six games. 

Atkinson blocked an Ovechkin power play shot in the third period with 
5:05 minutes remaining. Atkinson, who was left hobbled by the blast, was 
able to take another shift late in the game. 

• The Flyers had a solid first period, outshooting the Capitals 12-6. 

The opening 20 minutes were a problem for the Flyers last season as 
they surrendered more first-period goals than any other team in hockey 
with 63. 

Through 10 games this season, they've yielded only six first-period goals. 

• The Flyers have three days before their next game Wednesday when 
they host the Maple Leafs (7:30 p.m. ET/NBCSP). 

The club is scheduled to practice Sunday in Voorhees, New Jersey. We'll 
know more after practice on if there are any changes to the statuses of 
Ryan Ellis (lower body) and Kevin Hayes (abdominal). 
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Blues Notebook: NHL says no emergency cap relief forthcoming 

 

Jim Thomas 

 

The Blues are a fully-vaccinated team, and according to Berube, 
Armstrong and several Blues players, they have followed the COVID 
protocols set forth for this season — protocols that admittedly are much 
more relaxed than last season. 

When the NHL announced its COVID protocols for this season, Nov. 1 
was announced as a date in which the league would revisit those 
protocols and decide if any changes were needed. Such an evaluation 
took place, and the league sent out a memo Friday to its 32 teams 
outlining those updates. 

“Some tweaks, but no significant changes of note to original protocol,” 
Daly said. 

Armstrong declined to comment Saturday, other than to say: “Hopefully, 
this will all be behind us soon.” 

In the meantime, Berube is keeping his fingers crossed every day that 
there’s not another Blues player testing positive. 

“Oh definitely,” Berube said. “For sure. You’re getting on a flight and you 
get a call — I mean, it’s just tough.” 

Lineup challenge 

Putting together lines has been a challenge what with the steady stream 
of COVID positives. In just nine games this season, the Blues have used 
23 different forward line combinations — a total that doesn’t include any 
in-game changes. Last year through nine games, they had gone through 
just 11 such combinations. 
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Hochman: Forget a Gold Glove — the goalie glove of Blues’ Binnington 
is St. Louis’ best-flashed leather 

 

Benjamin Hochman 

 

In a town with Harrison Bader, Nolan Arenado, Paul Goldschmidt and 
Yadier Molina, the best glove in St. Louis sports might belong to Blues 
goalie Jordan Binnington. And that’s saying something, considering that 
baseball’s Gold Gloves will be awarded on Sunday, and the Cardinals 
have six finalists, which happens to be an all-time record. 
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But Binnington, hand to God, has a glove hand of a god. Per the hockey 
data site Stathletes, Binnington made the most glove saves in the past 
two seasons in the National Hockey League. The Blues’ No. 50 totaled 
254 … and led the guy in second by 50. 

“He’s got an elite glove hand, and that’s a great trait to have, because 
you can control the play,” said Jamie McLennan, an 11-year NHL goalie 
who’s now a TV analyst for TSN in Canada. “If you’re batting at the puck, 
there are a lot of rebounds, a lot of loose change around the net. 
Jordan’s really good at catching pucks and dictating the play from back 
there.” 

Unlike baseball, hockey doesn’t have an award for best goalie hands, but 
if anything, Binnington has a “Goldschmidt glove.” Really, it’s as if he’s 
got the best qualities of all the Cardinals’ glove guys in one. Behind the 
mask, Binnington moves his body like Yadi, he’s got Harrison flair and 
like Arenado, he dispirits Colorado. Such was the case in the Avalanche-
Blues season opener, when Colorado’s sure-shot Mikko Rantanen shot a 
sure goal … until Binnington, from seemingly another ZIP code, zipped 
over to make a glove save. 

“When a goal scorer thinks he’s got a goaltender to the glove side, and 
then that goaltender fires the glove up there — and the puck’s in the 
webbing? Guys shrink real quick,” said Darren Pang, a former NHL 
netminder and current broadcaster for both Blues and nationally televised 
games. “Their shoulders, their body language, you see it. 

“And I feel that in a seven-game playoff series against the same team, if 
a goalie has a weakness like a glove, they will pick you apart. I can go 
through the number of goaltenders that have really, really struggled with 
that, because the criticism becomes so large that it gets in your head. I 
know because I’ve done enough national games where I watch the same 
goaltenders. And if I can come up with a scouting report on a goaltender 
in five minutes, then you know the other team has spent hours and hours 
breaking it down on video.” 

Binnington, of course, ignited one of the most-astounding postseason 
runs in hockey history (heck, in sports history). A fourth-string goalie 
thrown into a starting job, he led the 2019 Blues from the fewest points to 
the playoffs to the Stanley Cup. 

“We saw so many times in the Cup run,” Pang said, “where he sucked 
the life out of the opposition with a great glove save.” 

Balance and talent 

But what makes a goalie become a great glove goalie? In a phone 
conversation, Binnington described the importance of “reps” with the 
glove hand to “get the feel” with the mitt. The study of game film can be 
game-changing. Steve Cash, a St. Louis native and four-time goalie in 
the Paralympics, said it’s not just Binnington’s glove, but his whole “glove 
side is very strong,” while also describing Binnington’s “balance” in 
blocker-glove save selection. 

McLennan said childhood baseball players sometimes have an 
advantage, but the Canadian Binnington has never worn a Rawlings. 
Developing hand-eye coordination and quick reflexes is any goalie’s 
goal. But for all the efforts, as Pang said, “You either have that hand-eye 
coordination and that hockey sense and ability — or you just, quite 
frankly, don’t have it. … There are so many goaltenders that are 
excellent goaltenders, but they’re more blocking-style goaltenders.” 

Part of the allure is the lure. Or really, part of the illusion is the lure. The 
best glove goalies — be it Binnington or Pekka Rinne or Grant Fuhr — 
will purposely keep their glove hands a little lower, allowing shooters to 
think there’s more space to score. But the goalie has already answered 
the physics equation in his noggin — he knows exactly the distance his 
glove hand must go to catch a certain shot. 

Hochman: St. Louis got the what? And it’s when? Yes, the Presidents 
Cup is coming in 2030, and it’s a big deal 

Binnington insists that he doesn’t “consider myself much of a flasher, but 
there are guys who make it look pretty sweet,” such as Marc-André 

Fleury, who has caught a flurry of shots over the years. Fuhr made his 
name with Edmonton, but when he came to St. Louis in 1995, locals 
witnessed this glove guy who was as good as Ozzie (or, at least, Gold 
Glove catcher Tom Pagnozzi). 

“Fuhr used to set everything up for a big glove save,” said McLennan, 
who backed up Fuhr for two St. Louis seasons in the late-1990s. “He 
liked to set up the big showboat save and call it the ‘Statue of Liberty.’” 

Crafted by Lefevre 

Up in Terrebonne, Quebec, an off-island Montreal suburb on the shores 
of Rivière des Mille-Îles, a proud family keeps up the family business. 

Since the 1970s, the Lefevre family has hand-crafted hockey goalie 
equipment. And for years, major companies worked out deals to sell 
Lefevre products under their auspices — from Koho to Reebook to CCM. 
Binnington is loyal to the Lefevres — after all, their product has saved 
him with some saves — so when True replaced CCM, Binnington 
switched to True pads and gloves. 

Binnington uses the L12.2 True model, and his webbing is white, 
complemented with some flashes of both blue and, yes, gold on his 
glove. The word “TRUE” screams prominently across the front, but 
toward the wrist, in smaller letters, there’s a red maple leaf and the words 
“CRAFTED by LEFEVRE for BINNINGTON.” 

The relationship between a goalie and his glove can often be both dutiful 
and beautiful. They care for it and treat it as an extension of themselves. 
Although recently engaged to his true love, Canadian actress Cristine 
Prosperi, Binnington isn’t much of a romantic when it comes to gloves. 
Over the years, some goalies have spoken almost poetically about their 
affection for their glove, Pang said. And a lot of that is because of the 
care that goes into the upkeep. 

These days, gloves come pretty much ready for game use, but in the 
past, goalies had to nurture their glove like a ballplayer would — and 
perhaps anoint it with an ointment. Cash would break in his glove by 
placing a softball in there and tying it tight with rope. McLennan recalled 
lathering oils on his glove. And he’d tape it with tape to give it “shape.” 

“I’ve even heard of a guy who put pucks in his glove, taped it, and then 
ran it over with his car,” McLennan said. 

For Binnington, the glove and his hand work in symmetry to commit 
robbery. 

He steals goals. 

He’s a pick-pucketer. 

“Yeah, he’s got a great glove,” said Blues teammate Tyler Bozak, whose 
name is near Binnington’s on the Stanley Cup. “And he’s got a great 
everything else.” 

The latest STL Blues hockey news, NHL headlines, scores, standings 
and rosters. 
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The Captain's back: O'Reilly expected to play Sunday against Ducks 

 

Jim Thomas 

 

The Captain's back: O'Reilly expected to play Sunday against Ducks 

ANAHEIM, Calif. — The first Blues player on the ice Saturday afternoon 
was none other than the captain, Ryan O’Reilly. And long after the formal 
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practice had ended, four Blues were still working at Great Park Ice — the 
practice facility for the Anaheim Ducks. 

One of them was O’Reilly. First on the ice, one of the last off — that’s 
pretty normal for O’Reilly 

Except that nothing has been normal for O’Reilly lately. After testing 
positive for COVID on Oct. 26, O’Reilly missed the next four games — 
his first games missed since being traded to the Blues in 2018. 

“It was very weird,” O’Reilly said. “I haven’t done that in a long time. To 
watch from home, it was different. I didn’t like it. It’s tough not being able 
to do anything. But it is what it is. These kinds of things happen. I’m 
excited to be back with the boys now. 

“It’s gonna be fun. The guys are playing well. We had some good wins 
there.” 

Ever the optimist, O’Reilly didn’t find himself screaming at the TV while in 
isolation. For one, that’s not his style. For another, the Blues went 2-1-1 
in his absence. 

But for someone known for his durability — O’Reilly had played in 253 
straight regular-season and postseason games for St. Louis prior to his 
positive test — watching was no fun. 

“I was definitely a little heartbroken when I found out I wasn’t going to be 
able to go out there and play,” he said. “I don’t like watching the game 
from that angle (on TV). It’s tough. You can’t really control anything. 

“And seeing it from there, it’s tough to get a really good feel for what’s 
going on in the (locker) room and the bench. Just the whole game, it’s 
tough. It’s not a fun place to watch a game. I like to be out there helping. 
But I’m back now and looking forward to playing.” 

When O’Reilly spoke on a media Zoom prior to practice, nothing was 
official. But it will be a big surprise — no, make that a shock — if he’s not 
on the ice for Sunday’s 7 p.m. (Central) contest with the Ducks at Honda 
Center. 

“He’s the type of guy that keeps himself in great shape,” coach Craig 
Berube said. “He’s gonna want to play.” 

Because he was still in quarantine, O’Reilly didn’t accompany the team at 
the start of this four-game road trip. Once he cleared quarantine, he 
skated on his own once, met the team in Anaheim, and skated with what 
Berube terms “some extra guys” here on Friday. 

Of course, with the latest round of positive tests — defensemen Torey 
Krug and Niko Mikkola on Friday — the Blues have no extras unless you 
count Oskar Sundqvist, who remains on long-term injured reserve (LTIR). 
Counting O’Reilly, they are down to 12 forwards, six D-men and two 
goalies on the active roster. That’s 20 players, the exact number that 
dress for an NHL game. 

“It’s tough,” O’Reilly said. “It’s happening. It’s not just our team, you look 
around the league, it’s happening everywhere. We have to deal with it. 
The good thing about it, it shows how deep we are, how good of a team 
we have that we still compete and find ways to win when we’re losing 
bodies like this. 

“You try to be smart. We’re doing what we can. Hopefully we’ll have no 
more incidents.” 

O’Reilly said he didn’t feel right during his last game before landing on 
the COVID list, the Blues’ 3-0 home victory over the Los Angeles Kings 
on Oct. 25. 

“I started to get a little short of breath,” he said. “I wasn’t sure. I was 
hoping that it wasn’t anything. I got home that night and started coughing 
quite a bit. Energy level was really low.” 

He got word the following morning that his most recent COVID test at 
that point had come back positive. 

“I was very disappointed, but it happens,” O’Reilly said. “I probably had 
two rough days where I was really tired and coughing quite a bit. But 
after that it wasn’t too bad. I got to work out a bit and hopefully try to stay 
in shape to make the transition back a little better. 

“But overall, I feel good. My energy’s good. And hopefully I can come in 
and make an impact.” 

O’Reilly was off to a sneaky good start before the positive test. Although 
other Blues were garnering the headlines, he had two goals and three 
assists with a point in all five games. In typical O’Reilly form, he led all 
Blues forwards in ice time in four of those five games. And was killing it 
on faceoffs, winning 66.4 percent. 

The Blues averaged five goals per game in those contests — all 
victories. In the first three games he missed, they averaged only two 
goals per game and went 1-1-1. But the offense bounced back in the 
fourth game without him, Thursday’s 5-3 victory in San Jose. 

Nonetheless, his return obviously is uplifting for the Blues, particularly 
with center and alternate captain Brayden Schenn going down in the San 
Jose game with an upper-body injury. 

“We definitely miss (O’Reilly), that’s for sure,” Colton Parayko said. “It’s 
obviously exciting, just to have him around the room, the rink, stuff like 
that. He’s obviously a big part of our team. So looking forward to having 
him back.” 

Certainly no one is more excited than David Perron, his linemate of the 
past few seasons. In the five games with O’Reilly in the lineup, Perron 
had six goals and two assists. In the four games without O’Reilly, Perron 
had no goals and two assists. 

“Yeah, when I saw him, he started crying,” O’Reilly said, laughing. “He 
was pretty emotional. He gave me a big hug and tried to kiss me. It was 
good to see him.” 

We think O’Reilly was kidding. Then again, these two did dress up as 
each other a couple of years ago for Halloween. 

Blues center and captain Ryan O'Reilly stays late after Blues practice on 
Saturday, Nov. 6. 

The latest STL Blues hockey news, NHL headlines, scores, standings 
and rosters. 
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Game Preview: Blues at Ducks 

 

Jim Thomas 

 

About the Ducks 

Coming off a 3-1 victory Friday over Arizona, the Ducks (5-4-3) have won 
three straight. They have been effective offensively, ranking 10th in the 
NHL in scoring at 3.17 goals a game and were sixth on the power play at 
26.2 percent entering Saturday’s games. Leading the way is Troy Terry 
with seven goals, followed by veterans Adam Henrique (5 goals) and 
Rickard Rakell (four goals). Terry, Henrique and Rakell have two power-
play goals apiece. 

Defenseman and former Blue Kevin Shattenkirk is second on the team in 
scoring with 12 points (3 goals, 9 assists) and is plus-5. John Gibson is 
the expected starter in goal, and is coming off a 4-0 shutout win Tuesday 
over New Jersey. He’s 4-2-2, with a 2.57 goals-against average and a 
.917 save percentage. 
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The Blues won all four games at Honda Center last season, by a 
combined score of 18-8, and have eight in a row in Anaheim overall. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs' stars come out to dance, delivering win over 
old nemesis 

 

Luke Fox 

November 6, 2021, 10:12 PM 

 

TORONTO – Things are starting to feel a little more normal again, aren’t 
they? 

Auston Matthews is pounding pucks past helpless padded men, the 
Toronto Maple Leafs’ $44.5-million power play is cashing in, and — for 
the first time in the Sheldon Keefe era — they’re playing the Boston 
Bruins. 

Yes, the stars came out to dance in a buzzing barn Saturday night, 
rekindling their hate affair with a divisional rival they hadn’t faced in 722 
days. 

On the strength of their Core Four forwards, the Maple Leafs bumped 
their win streak to five with a 5-2 come-from-behind triumph over their 
nemesis in what was arguably the home side’s most engaged and most 
entertaining effort of this young campaign. 

The phrase “your best players need to be your best players” is one of the 
dustiest in the Big Book of Hockey Clichés. But when you realize 
Matthews, Mitch Marner, John Tavares and William Nylander have 
scored all the team’s last 13 goals? 

Well, the story writes itself. 

“We need those guys to produce,” Keefe said, “It’s no coincidence that 
we’ve started to roll as a team since that has happened.” 

Remaining Time -1:43 

Maple Leafs' star players have been catalyst for team's turnaround 

Marner had a game-high three takeaways to go with his four points. 
Matthews and Tavares each hung two goals. And the Core Four 
combined for a whopping 20 shots on net. 

To think, just 10 days ago, these same stars were stuck in the mud, 
mired under the weight of a four-game losing skid. Murmurs of a coach 
on the hot seat percolated, and the ever-rational folks on social media 
fired and/or traded away key cogs of this scrutinized operation. 

“You feel like you’re never going to win again,” said Morgan Rielly, 
thinking back to their rocky road trip. “It was a bit of a slow start for the 
guys. We were feeling it a little bit. It’s a better feeling now.” 

“The highs can get real high here, and the lows can get real low,” 
Matthews added. “I think sometimes you’ve just got to take a step back 
and take a breath.” 

Not unlike Thursday’s win over Tampa Bay, the Leafs dug themselves a 
hole early. But unlike that night, their response was swift and dangerous. 

With Jake Muzzin in the box for a delay-of-game penalty, Taylor Hall — 
Boston’s new net-front power-play man — tipped a Patrice Bergeron shot 
in tight to get the Bruins on the scoreboard before the nine-minute mark. 

Tavares clapped back for the Leafs and tied the contest not four minutes 
later by driving the net himself and getting a piece of a Marner shot as 
the net got knocked off its moorings. 

Remaining Time -3:20 

Bergeron knocks net off as puck crosses the line from Tavares tip, goal 
stands 

The captain later revealed his 11-month-old son, Axton, was in 
attendance — baby’s first Leaf game. 

“That’s everything to me,” Tavares said of his family. “It just gives 
tremendous perspective. They went through a lot last year not being able 
to be part of it.” 

Period 2 belonged to Matthews and the Leafs’ oft-maligned 5-on-4 unit, 
which has now made its last four opponents’ pay for their sins. 

Within a four-minute span, Matthews struck gold twice on the man-
advantage, the sniper and the PP coming alive in unison. 

First, Matthews took a feed from Marner on a speedy entry and flipped a 
backhander past Linus Ullmark in tight. 

Then he blasted a one-timer short-side off a point pass from Rielly, 
registering his third consecutive multi-point night. 

“We’re hounding pucks back, keeping plays alive,” Matthews explained. 
“That’s when we’re able to break it down a little bit and make these seam 
plays and pretty plays where we can open up the penalty kill.” 

Tavares joined Matthews in the Two-Goal Night Club early in the third. 
As the coach’s smart choice to serve a too-many-men bench minor, 
Tavares hopped out of the penalty box and did this: 

“[Tavares] looks as good as I’ve ever seen him look,” Rielly said. Strong, 
focused, relentless, setting the tone. “He’s obviously motivated.” 

This is what the formula looks like when the main ingredients are 
engaged and crackling together. 

The Maple Leafs are playing their best hockey, led by their best players, 
benefiting from their biggest crowd (19,077) of the year. 

Hey, rolling in the regular-season — feels normal again, doesn’t it? 

“The biggest thing is we’ve just shown belief. Just stay with it," Keefe 
said, before tagging a feel-good tale with a cautionary note. 

“Just as we had to block out the noise when things weren’t going well, it’s 
equally as important to do it now.” 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Keefe says the onus is on Justin Holl to not get discouraged after being 
healthy-scratched for a fourth consecutive game. 

“He’s in control of how he handles this," the coach said, after speaking 
with the D-man Saturday morning. "We didn't intend on him sitting this 
long, frankly, but that's just the way it's gone. The others have played 
well; the team has played well and had success. It's on him to stay 
engaged, continue to work and make sure when his opportunity comes, 
he's ready to go.” 

• Michael Bunting leads all Maple Leafs with six drawn penalties. 

• Rare sighting: With the Bruins sporting their black third jerseys with the 
big unspoked B, the Leafs rocked home whites for the first time in a long 
time. 

• Why did Tavares’ goal count despite being fired into a dislodged net? 

Per Rule 63.7, referee Ian Walsh determined Bergeron, the defending 
player, caused the net to be displaced prior to the puck crossing the line 
and that had the net been in place, the puck would have went in. 
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“I learned a little bit about how the rule works,” Keefe admitted post-
game. 
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Sportsnet.ca / With raucous passion and endless boos for Fox, Flames 
fans spur Calgary to win 

 

Eric Francis 

November 7, 2021, 1:23 AM 

 

Taking their cues from a coach and team forging an identity as a group 
that thrives on making the opposition uncomfortable, credit the 15,879 on 
hand at the Saddledome Saturday for mirroring the persistence of their 
heroes below. 

Starting five seconds into the game and continuing until the final whistle, 
Dome dwellers rained endless boos down on New York Rangers 
defenceman Adam Fox. 

Even cursory touches raised the volume. 

It has been three years since the Flames' third-round pick prompted a 
trade by making it known to management he wouldn’t sign in Calgary. 

As the New York-raised star dominated the college ranks at Harvard, it 
became clear he could eventually write his own ticket to play in the Big 
Apple, leading the Flames to include him in the deal for Elias Lindholm 
and Noah Hanifin. (Carolina would later flip Fox to the Blueshirts to 
complete his mission). 

Although the swap worked out for both sides, Flames fans still aren’t 
ready to forgive the reigning Norris trophy winner for pulling his personal 
power play. 

The comical commotion turned into tremendous theatre late in the first 
period, when Fox appeared to have tied the game after walking in from 
the blue line with a pair of dangles he finished off with a magical, top 
shelf backhand. 

Silencing his critics with an animated celebration that eventually drew 
more boos, the moment was cut short by an official announcing the play 
would be reviewed. 

With Sammy Blais clearly offside on the zone entry, the ensuing 
announcement that the goal was negated nearly blew the roof off the 
joint three years ahead of schedule. 

The perfect moment was completed by a tight shot on the Jumbotron of 
Fox on the bench, prompting a “Fox You Suck” chant that resonated the 
rest of the night. 

The party was well underway. 

The players took it from there, with the fans spurring them on every step 
of the way. 

By night’s end the Rangers’ villain had been relegated to just one of the 
many Rangers victimized by game star Jacob Markstrom, who made 22 
saves to record his career-high fourth shutout of the season as part of a 
6-0 win. 

Regardless of where the spotlight shone early, this night was a love-in 
between a fan base and a hard-working team that extended its point 
streak to 10 games. 

Just like old (pre-Covid) times. 

“We had too many overtime losses at home and we really needed a win 
and to get the Saddledome buzzing and get the fans involved,” said 
Markstrom, following the Flames' 6-0 win on a Hockey Night in Canada 
broadcast in which the Fox bashing prompted Kevin Bieksa to reminisce 
about the Dome dissenters he dealt with. 

“Great to do it on a Saturday night." 

Markstrom lifted the fans out of their seats late in the affair when he 
flashed the same glove that stoned Fox and Ryan Strome earlier to deny 
Mika Zibanejad in close. 

Following consecutive overtime losses in which the Flames mounted late 
comebacks, Darryl Sutter’s crew returned to the type of complete effort 
that finished with four points from Matthew Tkachuk, including a 
between-the-legs jobby from in tight that dropped almost as many jaws 
as Connor McDavid’s gold standard one night earlier. 

“I thought the atmosphere was great,” said Tkachuk, who drew a roar 
form the masses when his cheeky smile was shown on the Jumbotron 
seconds later. 

“Obviously there were a lot of boos on the other side, and they were 
great for us. They were very into it. And when they’re into it like that it 
seems to give us tons of momentum and we can build off them. This was 
a very tough building to play in tonight. I’m sure you can ask every one of 
them over there.” 

Remaining Time -0:50 

Tkachuk goes between the legs, flips puck past Shesterkin for great goal 

Despite outshooting the Rangers 37-22 and outplaying them all night, the 
Rangers were only down 1-0 after one, staying in the game until Brad 
Richardson’s first as a Flame midway through the second was followed 
up two minutes later by Johnny Gaudreau’s first of two. 

Even though it was the Flames’ fifth home game, it seemed like the 
unofficial return of the atmosphere that makes games like these so 
special. 

Although every team had to deal with the emptiness of playing without 
support in the stands the last year and a half, the Flames seemed to miss 
the masses more than most. 

The combination was brilliantly entertaining and effective Saturday. 

“We need our building to be loud -- that’s important,” said Sutter. “When 
you’re playing that hard... I’ve said it all along, I know what our real fans 
want. Hard work and honesty. That resonates with them.” 

Tkachuk’s goal resonated too. 

Flames on Sportsnet NOW 

Stream every Flames game this season with new pricing options! SN 
NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how much hockey you 
want to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

“I wasn’t thinking there, it just happened,” said Tkachuk. 

“I was just kind of in an awkward position there, backing up towards the 
goalie, and couldn’t really stop my momentum. So, I just thought that was 
the best way to go about it. Lucky it worked out. But it was the sixth goal, 
so it didn’t really matter.” 

Added Markstrom: 

“He does all that kind of stuff in practice as well,” he said, before breaking 
into a grin. “It never works in practice.” 

He’s probably right, as Tkachuk confirmed. 

On almost any other night his snipe or Markstrom’s perfection might have 
been the focal point. 
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Instead, the love-in between the fans and a team off to an unexpected 
start took centre stage. 

And it was a delight to be part of. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens, Golden Knights on divergent paths despite 
similar adversity 

 

Eric Engels 

November 7, 2021, 12:21 AM 

 

MONTREAL — It was a win that pushed the Vegas Golden Knights to 6-
5 on their season. 

They’ve been without leading scorers Max Pacioretty and Mark Stone for 
nine of their 11 games. Their best two-way centre, William Karlsson, 
broke his foot three games ago. One of their most versatile players, Alex 
Tuch, was traded to the Buffalo Sabres on Thursday for a superstar, in 
Jack Eichel, who won’t be available for at least three more months, and 
regular defenceman Zach Whitecloud missed his seventh game of the 
season on Saturday. 

But the Golden Knights have still found a way to be on the right side of 
.500 so far. 

On Saturday, they looked like they brought the Vegas Flu with them to 
Montreal. After touching down in the city early on Friday and cancelling 
practice at the Bell Centre, they stepped back onto the ice in this building 
for this game and started with one shot to the Canadiens’ 20 and zero 
goals to their two before first intermission rolled around. 

The Golden Knights began the second period by taking a penalty. They 
gave up many quality chances and relied on Robin Lehner to turn 
miracles in their net, and then they got a power play and immediately 
scored to get on the board. 

Jonathan Marchessault made it 2-2 five minutes later, and Dylan 
Coghlan scored his first of the season to make it 3-2 Golden Knights with 
eight minutes to go in the frame. 

They added two empty-net goals late in the third to win 5-2. They were 
out-shot 38-18 in the game and, as Canadiens coach Dominique 
Ducharme accurately noted, out-chanced 23-7. 

The Golden Knights found a way to win because that’s what good teams 
do. 

“I think when you have a two-goal lead like that, good teams find a way to 
lock it down,” said former Golden Knight draft pick Nick Suzuki, who is 
now Montreal’s top centreman. 

What does it say of the Canadiens that they found a way to lose? 

They’ve been without top goaltender Carey Price since the season 
started. They’ve been without captain Shea Weber, who’s too injured to 
continue his career. Joel Edmundson, another pillar on defence, suffered 
an injury right at the onset of training camp and won’t be available for 
another couple of weeks. Speedy winger Paul Byron is out until late 
December or early January, top two-way centre Phillip Danault and key 
leader Corey Perry play for other teams now, and everyone understood 
they were going to be in tough to make it work without all of them. 

But the expectations were that they still had enough good pieces in place 
to remain somewhat competitive until Price, Edmundson and Byron could 
return. 

Can Canadiens take any positives from loss against Golden Knights? 

The Canadiens haven’t found a way to win more than three of 13 games, 
though. They haven’t even found a way to get to overtime or the shootout 
in any of their 10 losses. 

And somehow, Saturday’s game must have felt worse than any of them. 
It was completely demoralizing. 

Under different circumstances, it was a game that could’ve inspired a lot 
of confidence in the process. 

We asked backup-turned-starting goaltender Jake Allen how differently 
the Canadiens might have viewed this loss had it occurred with the team 
hovering around .500. 

“One hundred per cent it changes everything,” he said. “(But) to be 3-10, 
it’s a little bit different. If we were right there on the .500 mark, or right 
around that where we’ve won some good games, played some good 
hockey… But it’s tougher to take right now when you look at all the teams 
ahead of you and you’re 3-10.” 

When contemplating how his team might take the positives out of its 
performance and feel good about things going into the next one, Allen 
said, “It takes balls to do that, to be honest right now.” 

He wasn’t wrong. 

Neither was Ducharme when he said, “nine times out of 10, the win 
would be on our side.” 

But whether or not the Canadiens can build on the way they played to 
finally generate the result they so desperately need is completely up in 
the air and frustration lingers. 

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. 

Suzuki, who started out with zero points over his first four games but has 
turned it around with 12 in his last nine — including a goal and an assist 
against Vegas — was feeling it. 

“We’ve got to find a way,” he said. 

Those were the same words uttered by Brendan Gallagher, who had 
Montreal’s best chance to tie the game 3-3 in the dying seconds of the 
second period and is stuck on just two goals and three assists in his 12 
games. 

He also said, “We understand it’s early (in the season), but we also 
understand the hole we’re in.” 

The Canadiens just haven’t found a way to tackle adversity the way the 
Golden Knights have. 

Vegas came into the game with zero goals on 19 power plays and 
managed to break the ice with two against a Canadiens penalty kill that 
went from not allowing a goal in 13 consecutive playoff games at one 
point last summer to allowing 16 goals on the opposition’s first 47 
attempts this season. They’ve managed to score 2.73 goals per game 
despite the gaping holes they're dealing with up front, while the 
Canadiens have averaged just two goals per game. And they started off 
losing four of their first five before winning five of their next six. 

The Canadiens didn’t, and their season is quickly turning into a lost 
cause. 
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TSN.CA / Mrazek out means more work for Campbell 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
had an optional morning skate prior to Saturday's game against the 
Boston Bruins 

Toronto Maple Leafs goalie Petr Mrazek, who returned from a groin injury 
just one week ago, is back on the shelf after aggravating the issue at 
practice.  

"He's getting evaluated," said coach Sheldon Keefe. "We'll find out more 
tomorrow. He tweaked something the other day and wasn't feeling right."  

Jack Campbell, who missed time with his own nagging groin injury last 
season, will start tonight against the Boston Bruins. It will be Campbell's 
10th appearance already. Only Montreal Canadiens goaltender Jake 
Allen has gotten into more games this season, but there's no concern 
about Campbell's workload. 

"I wouldn't call it a concern, because he's been really healthy and we've 
managed him well on off days and practice days," Keefe said.  

Friday was a day off for the Leafs and Campbell was also given 
Wednesday's main practice session off.  

"The schedule right now is pretty good in the sense that there's no back-
to-backs coming up until the end of next week so we feel very 
comfortable just continuing with Jack," Keefe said. 

Campbell emerged as Toronto's No. 1 goalie last season and is looking 
to prove he can carry the load over the course of a full campaign. He's 
never started more than 26 games in a National Hockey League season.  

Campbell is off to a strong start this season with a 5-2-1 record and .932 
save percentage. On Thursday, he came out on top in a goalie duel with 
the Tampa Bay Lightning's Conn Smythe Trophy winner Andrei 
Vasilevskiy. 

"I didn't love my first period," Campbell told TSN after the 2-1 overtime 
win, "and that's an area that I'm trying to grow in is just [regroup and] shut 
the door and give the team a chance."  

With the Leafs pressing for an equalizer late in the third period, the 
Lightning were able to generate some chances on the counter attack, 
including a Brayden Point breakaway.  

"He's so good and he's fast and he kind of came in quicker than I 
expected," Campbell said. "I know he's got a great shot so I was trying to 
take it away and he made a nice move and just fortunate to make a save 
and then to have [defenceman Travis Dermott] to have my back and 
make the save on the rebound. I owe Dermy for that."  

Dermott chuckled when told about Campbell's comment.  

"After I lost my guy behind me, that's quite generous, Soupy," he said 
with a grin. "I was lucky enough to have that shot hit me, but if that first 
one went in, I'd be owing Soupy more than he owes me." 

Campbell is a popular figure in the dressing room for being unfailingly 
nice and kind-hearted. Following Thursday's win, teammates serenaded 
their goalie with the same "Sooooooup" cheer that fans at Scotiabank 
Arena have shouted after big saves this season.  

"He's an extremely motivated guy," Auston Matthews said. "He's so 
passionate. He wears his heart on his sleeve. I can't say enough good 
things about him." 

Campbell, historically, has been his own harshest critic, but the 29-year-
old has also shown, of late, that he's taken strides in managing his 
emotions and channeling them the right way. During training camp, he 

mentioned that he enjoyed chatting with  Greg Harden, the team's new 
peak performance coach. 

"Soupy's been dialled in all season and pretty much since summer," 
noted Dermott. "A guy who's coming in ready to do his work every day 
and he's doing all the extra stuff too. He's taken the most out of every 
asset that we have in the organization." 

Joseph Woll, who has yet to play in the NHL, was called up from the 
American Hockey League by the Maple Leafs and will dress as the back-
up goalie tonight.  

"We liked his camp and he is coming off of what was regarded as a really 
strong start for him," Keefe explained, "but also [Erik] Kallgren started 
yesterday and [Michael] Hutchinson is going to play today for the 
Marlies." 

Woll is 2-1-0 with an .895 save percentage with the Marlies this season.  

With Mrazek out again, Leafs lean on 'extremely motivated' Campbell 

The Maple Leafs recalled goaltender Joseph Woll from the Marlies, 
Sheldon Keefe revealed that Petr Mrazek tweaked his groin and it is 
related to his previous injury. This means Jack Campbell will be leaned 
upon for the next little bit but Keefe isn't worried about his workload. 

The Bruins have employed a tandem system in net so far this season 
with both Linus Ullmark (3-1-0, .927 save percentage) and Jeremy 
Swayman (2-2-0, .900 save percentage) starting four games.  

"Our goaltending's coming along," said coach Bruce Cassidy. "Early in 
the year, our numbers got skewed. Some funny ones went in. Ullmark 
has got progressively better from training camp on. He probably had his 
best game the last outing so hopefully he continues to build on it."  

Ullmark, who signed as a free agent with the Bruins last summer, gets 
the start tonight against the Maple Leafs.  

"He's really trying to get to know us," said captain Patrice Bergeron. "He's 
asking a lot of questions about personal [things] and he's a very smart 
guy." 

Keefe juggled his top two forward lines midway through Thursday's game 
against the Lightning reuniting Matthews with Mitch Marner and putting 
William Nylander back with John Tavares. But at Saturday's morning 
skate the lines were back the way they were at the start of the game 
against Tampa. 

"I just think that those guys have done a good job," Keefe explained. 
"The other night wasn't really reflective of anything I've felt about the lines 
as a whole, it was just in the game there wasn't a whole lot happening. 
Particularly with the Tavares line, I thought they really needed a boost 
and, putting Willy there, I think we got that. That line ended up giving us 
some real good shifts."  

Keefe split up Matthews and Marner, who played together all of last 
season, ahead of their 4-1 loss to the Carolina Hurricanes on Oct. 25. In 
the last five games, Matthews has started with Michael Bunting and 
Nylander while Marner has lined up beside Tavares and Alex Kerfoot.  

"I want to give that a little more runway," Keefe said. "I foresee it being 
something that moves around throughout the season, but we'll stick with 
what we saw this morning here tonight."  

Matthews has scored a pair of five-on-five goals while playing alongside 
Bunting and Nylander.  

"We've progressed well over the last couple games," Matthews said. 
"We've definitely upped the compete level a little bit and just finding each 
other, sustaining a little bit more O-zone [time] and getting some good 
chances." 

Saturday marks the first game between the Maple Leafs and Bruins since 
Nov. 15, 2019. Matthews has scored 77 goals in 109 regular season 
games since then and won his first Rocket Richard Trophy last season.  
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Cassidy outlined three keys for the Bruins in containing Matthews.  

"Through the neutral zone we need speed above him," the coach said. 
"Our D have to stay connected in the middle of the ice. 

"In zone, it's his release. He's able to get it off quick in the slot. We're 
pretty good at covering the slot, we're mindful of it no matter who we 
play, so that will come in handy tonight with him and Tavares and those 
guys with quick releases in that area.  

"And then putting pressure on him to play in his end, forcing him to 
defend [and then] break out and go 200 feet. So that's a way we look at it 
as well. Let's deny him the puck and make him defend, first and 
foremost, expend some energy there. Beat him in the circle and start with 
the puck." 

The Leafs lead the league in face-off win percentage (55.9) while the 
Bruins are third (54.9). Matthews is winning 55 per cent of his draws this 
season while Bergeron leads Boston at 63.1 per cent.  

Leafs Ice Chips: Matthews-Nylander, Tavares-Marner duos get some 
runway 

Sheldon Keefe explains why he juggled his top two lines against the 
Lightning on Thursday and why he'll be going back to his usual lineup 
tonight against the Bruins. Mark Masters has more on the matchup, as 
the Leafs look for their fifth straight win. 

Defenceman Justin Holl will sit as a healthy scratch for a fourth straight 
game.  

"In terms of him getting discouraged, he's in control of how he handles 
this and how he manages that," said Keefe, who touched base with the 
defenceman again today. "We didn't intend on him sitting this long, 
frankly, but that's just the way it's gone. The others have played well, the 
team has played well and had success. It's on him to stay engaged, 
continue to work and make sure when his opportunity comes he's ready 
to go."  

Holl was a healthy scratch 71 times during the 2018-19 season, but 
grabbed a job in Toronto's top four early in the 2019-20 season. He 
played in that spot consistently until struggling early this year.  

"He went through this a couple years ago and probably handled it better 
than anyone I've ever seen handle that in my career," said Dermott. "I 
don't have any doubt in Hollsy dealing with this and coming out on the 
right side." 

The emergence of 22-year-old Timothy Liljegren, who has looked 
comfortable alongside Rasmus Sandin on the third pair, has led to a 
numbers crunch on the back end and that, in turn, has led to increased 
chatter about a potential trade.  

"If something happens, it happens, but I'm in the blue and white now so 
that's where my heart is," said Dermott, who signed a two-year deal 
worth $3-million in the summer. "I love you Toronto media guys, but I feel 
like [rumours] can bounce off the walls so many ways. You don't know if 
something got misinterpreted or if there is something going on ... At the 
end of the day, there's been rumours in the past and I'm still here now."  

Dermott has taken Holl's spot in the top four and now finds himself 
slotting in beside Morgan Rielly.  

"Learning from Mo has always been up high on my priority list," the 24-
year-old said. "Getting to play with him is quite an honour and a treat. He 
plays the game fast so keeping the pace up with him and trying to be 
there for him is something I'm working towards. I feel like the more 
games I get under my belt, the more comfortable I get with that."  

During training camp, Keefe said the team is still looking for Dermott to 
take the next step in his development and prove he can handle greater 
responsibility.  

"You're going to be playing against top lines more so you got to be 
cognizant of who you're out there with," Dermott said. "I got burned early 
last game. I have to be on my toes at all times."  

Dermott tunes out trade rumours; says Toronto is 'where my heart is' 

Travis Dermott was asked about his name being involved in some trade 
rumours, but says it's happened before and he's still here. He also 
discusses how teammate Justin Holl is handling being out of the lineup 
while the team is on a four-game winning streak. 

Lines at Leafs morning skate on Saturday: 

Bunting - Matthews - Nylander 

Kerfoot - Tavares - Marner  

Engvall - Kampf - Kase  

Ritchie - Spezza - Simmonds  

Rielly - Dermott 

Muzzin - Brodie  

Sandin - Liljegren  

Holl  

Campbell starts  

Woll  

Power-play units at Leafs morning skate on Saturday: 

QB: Rielly  

Flanks: Marner, Matthews  

Middle: Nylander  

Net front: Tavares  

QB: Sandin  

Flanks: Engvall, Spezza  

Middle: Bunting  

Net front: Ritchie 
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USA TODAY / 'Some things are bigger than winning': How hockey 
culture failed Kyle Beach, and what can be done now 

 

Chris Bumbaca 

 

Theo Fleury knows what Kyle Beach is going through every day as a 
survivor of an alleged sexual assault.  

“It is like a living murder,” said Fleury, who was assaulted by a coach 
during his youth and revealed that trauma after his 15-year NHL career 
ended, battling addiction along the way.  

Fleury wrote of his experiences in an autobiography released in 2009. 
Beach's alleged sexual assault by Chicago Blackhawks video coach Brad 
Aldrich happened in 2010 but was not revealed until last month. And they 
are not the only players in youth or pro hockey with similar stories. 

With each of these incidents, the conversation typically turns to hockey's 
culture. Could the sport that emphasizes team over individual, stifles 
concerns and is slow to adopt change contribute to these incidents? 
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"(Hockey) needs therapy or an intervention," said Evan F. Moore, co-
author of “Game Misconduct: Hockey’s Toxic Culture and How To Fix It.” 
“It’s super-insular and it’s kind of like the fifth wheel of popularity and 
scrutiny in sports in North America. 

In Beach's case, the trauma of the alleged assault was made worse by 
the reaction from his team. Beach, 31 and now playing in Germany, 
came forward last week after an investigation conducted by the law firm 
Jenner & Block revealed Blackhawks management and coaches were 
aware of the allegations yet did not alert the authorities while keeping 
Aldrich employed until the team won the Stanley Cup. 

Beach was the victim of not only abuse, but a coverup that cost him his 
NHL career, Fleury told USA TODAY Sports. 

“We spend the rest of our lives trying to get rid of that horrific event that 
plays like a movie in our heads, 24 hours a day, seven days a week," 
Fleury said. "And we spend the rest of our lives trying to make sense or 
trying to get to some sort of forgiveness.” 

Everyone but Beach should be apologizing, said Brent Sopel, a member 
of the 2010 Blackhawks who spoke up for Beach then and said the 
blame for what Beach endured rests with Blackhawks players and 
management, the NHL and NHLPA, Beach’s representatives and the 
broader hockey community. The NHLPA said Thursday its executive 
board has voted to approve an independent investigation into the union's 
handling of the allegations. 

"This is bigger than hockey," Sopel told USA TODAY Sports. "This is 
bigger than the four major sports."  

NHL 'sending very clear signals' 

At the core of the investigative report is the revelation that then-president 
John McDonough and then-coach Joel Quenneville wanted to keep the 
focus on advancing through the playoffs as the team pursued its first 
Stanley Cup in five decades. 

That prioritization of winning over athletes’ physical and mental well-
being is typical in American sports, said Purdue University sociology 
professor Cheryl Cooky who specializes in sports in American culture. 

Athletes – hockey players are often depicted as the standard of 
toughness – are told to disassociate from bodies, shaking off injuries and 
playing through pain. The interest of the organization or institution is 
often misaligned with that of the athlete. 

“Any attention to anything else that isn’t winning, it can be easily 
dismissed, regardless of who is involved,” said Cooky, the associate 
editor of the Sociology of Sport. 

Aldrich is the son of a longtime NHL equipment manager who was 
recommended to the Blackhawks, according to the Jenner & Block 
report. That likely aided his smoother exit, Cooky said, with Aldrich 
signing a separation agreement after he paraded with the Stanley Cup 
instead of facing an investigation. (His name was removed from the 
trophy Nov. 4.) 

“Unfortunately, a lot of these individuals who are in these institutions 
grew up in an era when it was really easy to engage in victim-blaming, it 
was really easy to minimize what happened,” Cooky said. 

There are characteristics within professional men’s sport like the NHL 
that amplify, exaggerate and normalize things that are happening in the 
wider culture. 

“We see this in other big-time sports, football for example – the kind of 
historical development of the sport so that masculinity gets intrinsically 
tied to violence, physical dominance, aggression – that those elements of 
sport kind of create a context for understanding why these things 
happen,” Cooky said. 

During a news conference Monday, NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman 
said “the culture of hockey doesn’t encourage – in fact, prohibits – this 
type of activity.” But the league slapping a $2 million fine on the 

Blackhawks compared to the Devils' $3 million fine for circumventing the 
salary cap in 2010 broadcasts a different message. 

“They’re sending very clear signals,” Cooky said. “That ‘Ah, we know. 
This wasn’t really that serious.’ 

“If they’re making concessions for the video guy,” Moore wondered, 
“what are they doing for players?”  

'They could do what they want' 

In a town with two professional baseball teams, an NBA team and an 
NFL team, the Blackhawks ruled the city in the first half of the 2010s and 
built a reputation, Moore said. 

“They could do what they want,” he said. 

Moore pointed out that a rape investigation into Blackhawks star Patrick 
Kane stalled in 2015 due to a lack of evidence, months before Chicago 
suspended former prospect Garret Ross in a revenge porn case that was 
dropped; the Blackhawks quickly reinstated him. Bill Peters resigned as 
coach of the Calgary Flames in 2019 when it was revealed he used a 
racial slur toward Black player Akim Aliu with the Rockford IceHogs, the 
Blackhawks’ American Hockey League affiliate, in 2009. 

“From a player’s perspective, I don’t think it’s any easier to speak out,” 
said Josh Healey, an AHL player with the Milwaukee Admirals in the 
Nashville Predators’ organization. 

Healey launched a company two years ago called The Sports Aux that 
allows players in organized hockey to leave reviews in a mobile app for 
coaches they’ve played for over the years. Nearly 80% are positive, he 
said, and the other 20% are largely constructive criticism from the 2,500 
verified users who play from the bantam ranks to the NHL. 

“You’re putting a lot of trust in the coaches that are with you every day,” 
Healey told USA TODAY Sports. “If they’re the ones that you can’t go to 
or they’re the ones doing it, it’s pretty tough, especially as a young 
player. 

“If you just search ‘sexual assault,’ ‘physical assault,’ ‘mental assault’ and 
‘hockey,’ it just floods the Google page.” 

Sopel, whose Brent Sopel Foundation provides financial and educational 
assistance to those battling dyslexia and addiction, said he spoke with 
Beach for the first time in 11 years on Monday. (He himself is five years 
sober.) Sopel wants Hockey Canada and USA Hockey to start teaching 
compassion at a younger age. He also wants hockey organizations to 
focus more on education; he played with broken bones because he 
feared life after hockey as a dyslexic person. 

Unlike other workplaces and fields, where other opportunities and options 
exist, that is limited for professional athletes. There is no equivalent to 
the NHL. 

“We talk about athletes having all this power when actually they’re 
constrained in different kinds of ways than other workers and laborers 
are,” Cooky said. 

Vegas Golden Knights goaltender Robin Lehner said Tuesday he wished 
more people would “step up and fight.” Toronto Maple Leafs forward 
Wayne Simmonds took notice and echoed those thoughts in an 
emotional meeting with reporters Wednesday. 

“This is something that's systemic,” Simmonds said. “I find in the NHL 
when something happens bad, the guys are afraid to speak up because 
of repercussions. And that's something that's definitely got to change. It's 
unacceptable.” 

Simmonds said fresh blood entering the league –  Blackhawks forward 
Alex DeBrincat, 23, said Bowman leaving was "probably a change that 
needed to happen" -- is helping push that fear aside. 

“Some things are bigger than winning,” Lehner said. 
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